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The Seventh Peak String
Band delivered an exceptional performance at a
recent Catnip Pub appearance. See story page 15.

The New Ham pshi re
Library space
shortag e worse

Student Mimi Golden studies in the Dimond Library, where study space is increasingly difficult
to find. (Suzy Hanes photo)

Free pass for student senate
sponsored events and programs.
By Leonard E. Dodge
Ken Bartlett, Student Senate
Students will have to pay to
Affairs Council ChairJudicial
the
at
see Down Avenue play
MUB Pub-that is all students man, said he was "concerned
except Student Senators and about attendance at the conSAFC (Student Activity Fee certs," and introduced an amendment asking that all students
Council)' members.
The decision was made after be able to attend the Down
a heated debate in the Student Avenue concert for free.
Doug Wright, president of
Senate over whether to allow
said Tm against letting
MUSO,
to
band
the
bring
to
MUSO
students go to MUSO concerts
UNH.
The debate in the Senate and for free, because we (MUSO)
SAFC Councils was sparked by will not get information about
the lack of attendance for MUSO whether students are attending

the concert because it's free or
because they want to go."
The reasoning behind Bartlett's proposed amendment,
he said, was because he felt
MUSO's job was to provide
entertainment for students, and
"it doesn't matter if students
went to a free concert because
it was free or they wanted to go."
Wright extended the invitation to senators and SAFC
members "to increase awareness
FREEBIE, page 9

By Ed Garland
Students do not have to wait
until exams week to find the
library bursting at the seams.
This situation gets worse each
year as Dimond Library loses
seating due to inadequate shelving space, according to University Librarian Donald Vincent.
In his annual reoort. Vincent
said the UNH Board of Trutees requested $1,000,000 in
funds to purchase compact
shelving for the Library to do
minor renovations, and plan for
building expansion. It was reduced to $255,000. Vincent said
even this amount was not
funded by the New Hampshire
Legislature.
Stacks in Dimond Library are
85.3% full, said Vincent.
Seventy-six percent is considered optimum maximum.
"If we add only 14,000 volumes annually to the Dimond
Library, we will need an additional 108 sections for shelving
each year, losing seating space
equivalent to 45-60 seats annually," Vincent said. "In five years
we will have to red1:1ce seating
by 225-300 seats even though
we now seat, in all libraries, only
12 % of our student body."
Twenty to 25 % is the recog·
nized standard.
The Commission of Institutions of Higher Education, New
England Association of Schools
and Colleges, Inc. stated, "Despite various efforts by the library
staff, the space problem confronting the central Dimond
Library and the various specialized branch libraries a·re crit-

ical."
According to records· in Dimond Library, the number of
LIBRARY, page 18

Dorm
damage
surveyed
By Suzanne McDuffee
Many students are billed for
damage they don ' t commit.
UNH Environmental Systems
is looking at options that would
change this.
Students in campus housing
have j?;ood. reason to b~ concer nen oecause according to
John Whitaker, assistant manager for Environmental Systems, "Only 20% of all damages
are billed to individuals. The
other 80% comes from all dorm
residents." With approximately
$80,000 in damages reported
last year, most of which was
payed collectively by the 4200
on-campus residents, the price
to the individual is significant.
A survey questioning student
opinion on the options available
in the payment of dorm damage
fees is expected to be administered by the end of October.
Whitaker said an impromptu
dorm damage review committee
on which he served has selected
five options for consideration.
They are:
•build common area damage
DAMAGE, page 10

A modern day bell-ringe r

This student found a use for some of the duct tape used to
protect windows during last week's hurricane. (Guy Brooksbank
photo)

By Ruth Stearns
Some people like them, some
people hate them, but everyone
hears them.
Everyday Durham resident
Frank Heald play a 10-minute
bell concert that sounds throughout the University of New
Hampshire.
Heald's instrument is a 246
bell carillon located in the
Alumni Center on Edgewood
Road, Durham . The music,
however, is transmitted out of
the Thompson Hall Tower by
a 50 watt amplifier. Telephone
wires between the Elliott Alumni Center and Thompson Hall
convey Heald' s music. One line
is used to turn on the amplifier
by a clock mechanism and the
second line is used as a transmitter, Heald said.
BELLS, page 9

Inside tht; belfry at Thompson Hail. (Suzy Hanes photo)
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Babcock House: a social place to live and study
By Patricia Crawford
Graduate students do have
fun and are sociable people,
insists Babcock House Council
President Kurt Hastings. "It's
funny," said Hastings, "because
many undergrads walk by Babcock and think of us as bookworms who nev~r see the sun.
But we're human, really!"
Babcock House has 180 single
occupancy rooms housing primarily graduate students. Once
the demand for graduate housing has been satisfied, 21-yearold undergraduates may apply
on a space-available basis, said
Hastings.
"There are so many dynamics
working within Babcock that
students don't infringe on
anyone's personal rights," said
Ha:stJJ!_gs. "The people work
really nard "because there is a
lot of pressure in grad school."
In addition to academic pressures, Babcock residents interact
with a highly diverse population. Graduate students comprise 90 pe~C'.~m of Babcock's
community, and..40 percent are
foreign, said Hastings. Their 1
ages range from 21 to 60 years,
he added.
"Because of all these different
forces, students learn that they
I have to make time to relax," said
Hastings. "But this is what most
undergraduates don't see."
Babcock offers a wide variety
of activities that relieves some
tension. "Right now we're in
the middle of our semesterly
'Babcock Volleyball Cup Tournament'," said Hastings, "which

always generates a lot-of exciteBecause they don't take part
ment." Students can almost in all student functions, graduate
always be seen playing a few residents do not pay a Student
games after dinner.
-.)
Activity Fee, said Hastings.
"We also loan out the lounges "Most of our funding comes
to Babcock groups who want to through an optional $12 Babthrow a party," Hastings said. cock Activity Fee because we' re
Alcohol, including kegs (with an Area III dorm, we are inpermit), is legal i.n the public cluded in the Area Funding
lounge because all residents are Program."
21-years-old, Hastings said.
The co-ed bathroom on the
"We're a real open community second and third floors make
and any Babcock resident is Babcock unique to any other
invited to the lounge functions." UNH residence hall. "It initially
House Council also sponsors makes a few people uncomfortrips for "those who want to get table, but after awhile they get
away for awhile," Hastings said. used to it," said Hastings. If
This weekend 48 residents will students do have difficulty adbe at The Museum of Fine Arts justing to the co-ed bathrooms,
in Boston to see an exclusive different room accomodations
are made.
Renoir exhibit.
Because Babcock's top priorTaking advantage of its high
percentage of foreign students, ity is to provide an atmosphere
Babcock residents frequently conducive to graduate-level .__
pass up the dining hall and set work, undergraduates seeking
up international pot luck residency must demonstrate a
suppers. "These are successful," serious commitment to their
Hastings said, "because the food own academics, said Babcock
is delicious and it provides an House Director Paul Hart.
"I was really happy when my
opportunity for students to meet
with and lear·n about students application was accepted," said
from different cultures."
undergraduate Gregg Roman.
Sundays consist of coffee, "I lived in Stoke my first two
doughnuts, and copies of The years and needed the change."
New York Times in the lounge
A senior Biology major, Roin the morning, said Hastings, man said he was drawn to
and are followed by movies later Babcock by its academic repuin the evening.
tation. This is also Roman's
On a more intellectual note, second year as a House Council
Babcock House provides a lec- member.
"The people here are fantastic
ture series. "We've had forums
on several issues, including and always willing to help,"
European economics and polit- Roman said. The graduate stuics and nuclear war," Hastings dents don't treat us as lowly
said.
undergrads. Everyone respects

each other and the support they
provide is great.
The administrative team within Babcock incudes House Director Paul Hart as well as five
Resident Assistants, said Hastings. "In fact one of our R.A.s
is an undergrad." Babcock
House RAs don't have nearly
as many responsibilities as those
in other dorms, said Hasting
"because by this time students

know the ropes of college life."
The moral of the story, said
Hastings, is that graduate students are just as sociable and
good-natured a·s anyone else.
The only difference is that
"people don't seem to expect
us to be happy." But just walk
by Babcock some time and look
up; their window shades are
open.

Graduate students taking time off from their studies on the
volleyball court outside Babcock House. (Sanjay Jain photo)

NEWS IN BRIEF
Comp~ter

stolen

A micro-computer was stolen from Parsons 134
ion September 30. The system consists of a printer,
ldisc drive, and monitor. The complete system is
rvalued at $2000.
A University staff member reported the theft.

Rash of auto break-ins
At least 12 cars were broken into across campus,
Wednesday night, according to the Department
of Public Safety. Stereo equipment and other items
worth hundreds of dollars were removed from the
vehicles, which were parked in lots A, Dl and D2,
police said.

Leif Ericson
celebration Sunday
For all the fans of famous viking Leif Ericson
there will be a parade this Sunday morning in
downtown Durham. Admirer's of Leif are encouraged to assemble at 6 a.m. at the laundercenter.
The parade route will take Ericson enthusiasts'
25 feet to the restaurant next door.

Albacore finally
gets home
After months of being stuck in the mud, the USS
Albacore has reached its final destination. Pumps
ran all night on Thursday to fill the man-made
channel built especially for the stuck ship. The
Albacore will be the center of a new memorial
museum in Portsmouth.

Wedding bells for
Hinkley

Open house for undergraduates
On Monday, October 14, there will be a free open
house at the New England Aquarium for all students
interested in educational alternatives in marine
studies. The open house will be held from 6 p.m.
to 8 p.m. in the Aquarium auditorium. For further
information contact Tim Stout at 617-497-9000.

Students set record for
largest puzzle

Alarms heat up

Students at Keene State College set a new world
record for building the largest jigsaw puzzle last
Monday afternoon.
The puzzle was part ·of the 1985-86 United Way
General Campaign Kickoff. Upon completion, it
measured 84-feet-10-1/2-inches by 55-feet-2 1/2inches.

According to Durham Fire Commission Chairman
James Chamberlain there was a considerable increase
in the number of emergency fire calls in Durham
last month.
Fire Department officials said they were not sure
why there was a marked increase in alarm calls
but did say UNH students do not play a part in
the increase.
,

Apparently John Hinkley has finally given up
on actress Jodie Foster. Hinkley, who is best known
for his shooting of President Rea~an in 1981, is
engaged to marry a 41-year-old fellow mental patient
according to NBC News and the Washington Post.
Hinkley' s bride to be was committed as a mental
patient for kill~ng her 7-year-old daughter.

Correction
In a forum article entitled "Parking: is there an
answer?" last Tuesday, it was incorrectly sta!ed
that the Department of Public Safety ~as resl?ons1ble
for the formulation of the new parking policy. The
UNH parking committee .drew up the policy, and
Public Safety only enforces it.

Correction
In last Tuesday's issue, the review of the Red
Norvo Trio was written by Paul Verrette, not Doug
Simmons.
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TASk services
By Carrie Keating
Many students are being
turned away from tutoring
services at the Training in
Academic Skills Center (TASk)
this semester.
Students aren't being d.enied

tutoring because of a tutor
shortage, but because the students aren't eligible for the
assistance, said Craig Werth,
T ASk Tutor Coordinator.
According to Werth, T ASk
offers two types of tutoring. The

available for
first, open to all UNH students,
is study skills training which
counsels students in study areas
from time budgeting to note
taking.
The program is funded by the
university and offers one-on-

Computer replaces file system
By Scott f Card
Compared with the rest of the
"computer driven" university,
Hood House is just emerging
from the dark ages.
Before this semester the only
way Hood House could obtain
medical information on a student was to search for it among
thousands of alphabetically filed
folders. That was before this
semester. Technology has arrived at Hood House.
mmnu1111m1111111111m1
1*
A new Digital computer sys1111mn111111m11111111_11111
tem is being installed which will
make the archaic folder system
obsolete. The number of student
records rose from 18-20,000 last
year to 35-40,000 this year
making a computerized system
a necessity. The Digital system
will store and readily use student's medical information whenever needed as well as process
standard medical business like
insurance and billing.
"The installation of this
system at Hood House represents the culmination of five
years of work searching for the
best system," said David Regan,
associate director of Administration and Planning at Hood
House.
Regan is supervising the
installation and functioning of
It might just look like a freezer, but this computer will make the Digital. Regan said that
life easier for Hood House staff. (Cindy Rich photo)

Club helps students'
By Patricia Crawford
Developing a nutritionally
sound d-iet is possible for students who eat in the dining
halls, says Senior Nutrition
major Beth Boland.
Working in conjunction with
UNH Dining Services, Boland
and several fellow Nutrition
majors established "Your
Healthiest Choice Club"
(YHCC) this fall to help students with their diets.
"Our main goal is to provide
nutritional information for
anyone at UNH," said Boland.
"Students who want to lose
weight or simply know the best
food choices can benefit."
While many students blame
the dining halls for "freshm~n
15" and other nutritional inadequacies, Boland maintains
that dining halls are not the
culprits. "Students tend to forget
that 11 o'clock trips to Karl's
and beer weekends play a big
role in their diets," she said.
"We want to teach students
to avoid these habits," Boland
said, "as well as to make healthy
choices in the dining halls."
Rather than devouring that
piece of chocolate cake, for
example, Boland suggests choosing fruit.
Dining Services provides
quality meals but it's up to the
student to take advantage of
them, Boland said. To help with

the selection process, the club
offers workshops "ranging from
diet recalls to sports nutrition,"
she said.
UNHJunior Wendy Hartrick
attends YHCC meetings to
ensure a healthy diet for herself.
"I wanted to know if I was eating
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all right," Hartrick said, "and
the club provides the information I need."
Your Healthiest Choice Club
meets every other Wednesday
night in Downstairs Huddleston. The next session is on
October 16 at 6:30 m.

Students from all over the world live under the same roof at
Smith Hall. (Sanjay Jain photo)

one counseling-drawing from
a group of approximately 20
tutor/ counselors.
Under the Federal. Special
Services grant, T ASk also offers
subject area tutoring, services
for the learning disabled, reading and writing assistance, and
graduate school preparation.
These programs are more limited, however, because they are
only available to people who
meet requirements set by the
federal government, said Werth.
· An eligible student must
come from a very low income
family and must be a firstgeneration college student. The
services are also available to
students who are physically
handicapped .or have a learning
disability. About 800 students
meet these guidelines, but the
majority of people who come
. in to TASk aren't eligible for
tutoring," Werth said.
Werth said 35 students who
have come in to T ASk this
semester were eligible for subject area tutoring, while 50 who
came in were not.
Alternative resources for
ineligible students seeking individual class tut0ring is scarce,
Werth said. "I meet with every
student who comes in to see us
but doesn't meet the requirements," he said, "and-I try to
find other sources of help."

Some of his alternative suggest ions to TASk include the
Mac Center (Math) in the basement of Christiansen, various
honor societies on campus, or
the different departments of the
University.
"The situation at TASk has
gotten worse and worse," Werth
said, "because our visibility has
gotten better. We've seen phenomenal growth recently, and
unfortunately the demand far
exceeds what we can put out."

currentfy there are· 100 or more
of these systems around the
world.
The Digital computer was
picked among other systems for
its ability to store massive
amounts of data while being able
to manipulate this information
rapidly and efficiently. The
information stored is confined
specifically to Hood House

making the. Digital a totally "in
house" system. Only Hood
House physicians and nurses
may gain entry to privileged
medical information while accountants and clerical people
will be allowed entry on a
Regan refused to disclose the
cost of the system, but said that
UNH got "an extremely good
deal."

Craig Werth
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GET INVOLVED!

COOL-AID

Have you ever wondered
what happens to your
Student Activity Fee money???

FIND OUT!
Cool-Aid is a crisis intervention hotline
operated and staffed by UNH students. Our
confidential services are accessible to the
UNH student body, toll free, anywhere in
the stateof N.H.
Cool-Aid is not only for people experiencing crisis. No problem can be too small. We
can help you solve your problems, lend a
helping ear or simply refer you to a c.o ntact
that you may need. To find out more, call

by being a

862-2293
Anywhere in N.H.

1-800-582-7341

PROGRAMMING FUND
ORGANIZATION
. COORDINATOR
We have two compensated positions
available
Stop by room 145 MUB for
more information.

· . unyourown

companyat 26.

We're looking for a few good college students and graduates who
can fill the shoes of a Marine Corps officer. 11iat's a pretty tall order.
It means leading other Marines. Being responsible for their
well being. But that's something no civilian job offers you at 26.
Ifyou think you're a real company man, see your,.,
Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer for details.
' 1-800-423-26oo.

Ke.lelooking fora fewgood men. .
U.S. MARINE CORPS
.OFFICER SELECTION OFFICE
POST OFFICE BLDG RM 201
120 HANOVER STREET
MANCHESTER, N.H. 03101
· SEE US AT THE M.U.B.
8,9 & 10 OCT.
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
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New look for Faculty Center l~ALEIDAR: .
By Fiona Jameson
Sitting at a table with a crisp
white tablecloth in a small,
nicely decorated, sunny room,
a person might find it hard to
believe they were dining in
Durham. But the ringing of the
Thompson Hall bell reminds ,
a _p erson they are on campus,
in one of the five dining rooms
of the Faculty Center.
The Faculty Center provides
faculty and staff of UNH with .
a "relaxed" and "homey" atmosphere in which they can enjoy
a quiet lunch, or hold a small
meeting.
The Center, located on Garrison Avenue and Ballard Street,
was established in 1978, and for
the last three years has been
under the auspices of the
Thompson School of Applied
Science. Whittemore School of
Business and· Economics Hotel
Management interns and students from Thompson School
prepare and serve the lunches
and help plan the menus.
Maurice Turner, the Faculty
Center's new manager, call~d
the Center "a faculty club and
a culinary arts lab." Turner, who
has been managing the Center
since September, has changed
the inner workings of the facility
and hopes to do more to "control
the balance of educational experience and, hopefolly, make
a little bit of money for the
place."
The interior has been redecorated, painted and stenciled,
and the dining rooms are fresh
and sunny, decorated in natural
colors. Turner plans to have
classical music available soon.
Turner said he hopes to
change the Faculty Center's

image. Instead of being seen as
an exclusive club, he would like
it to be recognized as a ~·relaxed
setting where people car.i come
to get a nice lunch, in a nice
atmosphere... to get away."
Roy Alonzo, professor of
Food Service Management at
Thompson School, said, "The
Faculty Center provides many
opportunities for faculty, staff,
and their guests to mee~ _ other

people, and associates of the
university." Alonzo also said
that this is the only place on
campus that is small and intimate where faculty and staff can
find the "horniness and comfort
of a small facility that is also
suitable for small meetings."
The faculty membership rate
varies, depending upon status
CENTER, page 18

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4
FRIDAYS AT NOON: University Theater workshops. "The
Homecoming." For students, faculty, and staff. Hennessy
Theater, Paul Arts, noon to 1 p.m. \
MUB PUB: MUSO presents WUNH 91.3 Night, MUB PUB,
8p.m.

SATURDAY, OCTOBERS
TENNIS: Women vs. Providence 1 p.m.
MUB PUB: MUSO presents "It Figures" opening up for
"Bangah," MUB PUff, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6
SOCCER: Women vs. Da~tmouth, 1 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Take the Money and Run." Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. Students $1. Non-students
$2
MUB PUB: MUSO presents the Boston Comedy Company,
MUB PUB, 7:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Don't lose your summer tan
come in and try our tanning
FIRST VISIT FREE
beds
Tues-Fri 9-8
Sat 8-4
590 Central Ave., Dover
742-4216
On Kari-Van Route

Th~ Nicl1~
Coff~~l1ous~
An Entertainment Alternative
Presents

Oct. 5 Guitarist
G~Hdl

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Films, "The Character
of Oedipus," and "The Recovery of Oedipus." Room 216,
Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

The New Hampshire (USPS 3 79-280) is published and dis;ributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hou~s: Monday - Frida~ 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage patd at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
i;>f an a.dvertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
1mmed1ately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshfre,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
·
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

•

••

· · How did I establish my financial base?
· I rode the Kari-Van in college and saved
·
$2000 a ye~r for 4 years!

SAVE!
That's ·r ight! This
year at UNH, save
your money, save
some time ·and
make some ·new
friends.
You can never tell
what a FREE Kariride could mean to
you!

Folk and Originals
8:00-12 midnight
Devine Room 7L
Free Admission
Refreshn1ents served .
Funded by PFO

THE KA·Rl-VAN
'
A COMMON SENSE ALTERNATIVE

,eel

&fRi-t-·

ROUTE SCHEDULES ~vailable at: MUB, Town & Campus, Jodi's
Party Center, and KARI-VAN ,Office at Hamilton Smith Hall.
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ACADEMIC

CAREER

PREMEDICAL/PREDENTAL INFORMATIONAL MEE.TING: Sponsored by PremedicaljPredental
Advisory Committee. Meeting conducted by
Professor Edward J. Herbst. Information on
procedures and requirements for admission to
medical and dental schools. Wednesday, October
9, Forum Room, Library, 7:30 p.m.

MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. Career Planning
and Placement staff available to answer questions
and provide information. Monday, October 7,
Balcony, Memorial Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT: Sponsored
by Games Room/Student Activities. Men's and
Women's singles. Open to all students, faculty,
staff and area residents. Sunday, October 6, Carroll
Room, Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m. $1 per person.
Sign up in Games Room.
·
COREC VOLLEYBALL AND MEN'S AND WOMEN'S 3 ON 3 BASKETBALL ROSTERS DUE: All
captains must attend Sports Managers meeting,
Monday, October 14, 5:30 p.m. with rosters
complete. Failure to do so will mean no team. Call
Department of Recreational Sports, 862-2031 for
more information.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB: Combination ropes course and hiking trip, October 5 and
6. Sign up in NHOC Office, Room 129, Memorial
Union.
·
UNH FALL HORSE TRIALS: Sponsored by
Animal Science Department and Horseman's Club.
Saturday, October 5 and Sunday, October 6, UNH
Light Horse Center.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MEETING: Tuesdays ,
Rockingham Room, Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m.
UNH FOLK CLUB RECEPTION: For members
and newcomers associated with UNH, all adult
women who have been associated personally or
through marriage and its affiliated organizations.
Tuesday, October 8, Residence of President Haaland,
1 p .m. Babysitting arranged through Mrs. Ann
Shump, 868-1342. Transportation for newcomers,
Mrs.Jane Chase, 868-1149.

Earn your C_redits
abroad.
• E~gland
•Israel

INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Career PJanning and Placement. Videotape,
lecture and discussion session to help you prepare
for employment interviews. Tuesday, October 8,
Forum Room, Library, noon to 1:30 p.m.

Join the thousands of students who
have earned college credits studying
abroad in CCIS programs

•Ireland
•Germany
•Spain
•Italy
•Denmark
•Egypt

MATCHING YOUR SKILLS & ABILITIES TO
MAJORS AND CAREERS: Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement. Identify skills you have
developed through your work as a student and also
through other experiences. These skills will then
be related to possible career and major choices.
Monday, October 7, Senate Room, Memorial Union,
3 to 4:30 p.m.

Affordable . quality programs
f inanciul aid available .

SPRING SEMESTER IN DUBLIN

INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES
12 - 15CREDITS
SUMMER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE
DUBLIN

•Switzerland
•Mexico
•Canada
•France

CAREER NIGHT ABOUT CAREERS IN PERSONNEL: Sponsored by Student Alumni Council.
Find out more about the personnel career world
from professionals in the field. Tuesday, October
8, Alumni Center, 7 p.m. Open to all. ,

with

Dr. John J. Mclean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886- t 931 X243

GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
FORUM: Sponsored by WSBE, Graduate School,
Career Planning and Placement, TASk Center.
Over 40 graduate and professional schools will
be represented. Complete list of schools attending
can be found at the MUB in a display case. Thursday,
October 10, Strafford Room , Memorial Union,
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
,

COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

INTERNATIONAL CAREERS FORUM: The
Office of Career Planning and Placement, Room
203, Huddleston, has information and student
registration forms on this forum to be held in Boston
on Saturday, October 19.

GHOSTBUSTERS

HEALTH

LIAR'S CLUB :- Sponsored by Health Education
Cente r . Alcohol facts and fallacies presented in
a game format. Monday, October 7, 8th Floor Stoke,
7 p.m.
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Sponsored by Campus .., , _. .
.
.
.
Crusade for Christ. Tuesdays Room 209 Horton
ALCOHOI.ISM : Sponsored by Health Educat10n
7 p.m.
'
'
'
Center. A recovering alcoholic discusses his
addiction and recovery. Monday, October 7, Hall
House, 7 p.m.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL MEETING: Amnesty is an internationally recognized human rights
orgapization. Sheila McDonald, state regional
HOW TO HAVE A GOOD PARTY: Sponsored
coordinator, will make informal presentation.
by Health Education Center. Discussion of responThursday, October 10, Hamilton Smith, 7:30 p.m.
sible party planning. Monday, October 7, 4th floor
Stoke, 8:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S WHEELS : Sponsored by Fireside
Experience Program. An exciting cycling trip for
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS-STEP MEET women led by Fireside. No experience necessary.
ING: Every Tuesday, Wolf House, 12 :30 to 2 p.m.
Open to all UNH female students, faculty and staff.
Contact Carol Ober, Dean of Students, 862-2050
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS-OPEN DISCUSfor more information and to sign up. Oct. 18-20.
SION: Every Wednesday, Wolf House, noon.

Theatre
Video
Also VCR Rentals
NO MEMBERSHIP OR DEPOSIT REQUIRED
Special
Tues. & Wed. - only $1.25 a tape

(located in the lobby)
New Acquisitions:

Amadeus, Bmakfast Club, ~
Missing 1n Action
Porky's Revenge, Police
Academy

·

•
-

,
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· '
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COUPON SPECIAL
I
;------------------------,
RESUMES
~
1

M.U.S.O.

S

:"tS···

f \ \...tAS~~\~~~s~tl

"Take The Money and Run"
Sunday Oct. 6th, 1985
in the MUB, Strafford Room
7:00 p.m. &. 9:30 p.m.

I

COPIES

I

ENVELOPES

~

$

I

!

25 sets SHEETS 0
15.00 i
~-------------- ----------iI
I
1
oo/
-DISSERTATIONS
I
/0
- THESIS
I
I DISCOUNT -ALL PRINTING ORDERS
:
I

I
I

INCLUDES1YPING
MATCHING PAPER

8¢ PHOTOCOPIES

I
I

,
I~--------------------------RED ST AR SPECIAL *
I
I
ANY ORDER RECEIPT WITH RED STAR WILL RECEIVE I
I AN ADDITIONAL CREDIT TOWARD PURCHASE OF I

~-~~~--~--------------------~

STUDENTS!
WHEN vou·NEED COPIES

_.._THINK
Woody Allen's first feature as director, writer and star make for triple threat comedy
about an easily flustered convict. Allen is comic perfection as the perfection loser,
Virgil Starkwell. And, this film is a grand opportunity to witness his early creative
genius.

. . CAMPUS COPY I PIUMTING
-

47 MAIN STREET DURHAM, NH
(Across from Jodi's) 868-2450

~---------~-----------------~
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Good turnou t at colleg e fair
By Tom Rooney
Would you miss a day of high
school to go on a field trip to
UNH? Who wouldn't? That
seemed to be the general reason
for attending Thursday's session
of the College Fair in the Field
House.
Masses of high school seniors
flooded the gymnasium to supposedly gather information
about colleges, yet their intentions seem to vary. While the
most prevalent motive was
legalized hooky, some were
actually there to talk to college
representatives.
The fair's first session, held
Wednesday night, was a more
serious endeavor on the part of
the students, said Charles Chamberlain, Dover High School
counselor and a member of the
fair' s Steering Committee.
Most of the students that
attended the night session were
accompanied by their parents.
These situations lead to more
serious discussions with the
representatives. The crowd

'

k

k

tC

arrived at a steadier, less hectic
manner than on Thursday, making a more productive setting,
added Chamberlain.
Yesterday, the students arrived in school buses and entered the gym in hoards, creating a chaotic and noisy
atmosphere. Yet, many of the
kids that weren't interested
when they arrived were taken
in by the abundant resources and
began to pick up programs and
ask questions, said Chamberlain.
The fair gives all the students
exposure to what colleges have
to offer and to show how open
possibilities are after high
school, remarked Chamberlain,
adding in that respect it was a
success.
Though the expectations and
intentions of the students varied, the general feeling was by
no means apathetic. "Among
this crowd, we have received
many good questions and interested students," said the representative from Middlebury College, holding up a large stack
tC

)¢

)¢

of reference cards that had been
filled out by the students.
The kids are more aloof today
than they were last night but
we are still getting some genuinely interested people, she
added.
In addition to the college
tables, there were other information tables located throughout the gym. These included
information on financial aid,
ROTC (Navy, Air Force, and
Army), College board exams,
and a general information table
run by local area guidance
counselors.
There ~ere a total of 216
colleges represented ranging
from Massachusetts to New
Mexico. Each school had two
representatives available at each
table to answer questions. The
event was sponsored by the New
England Association of College
Admissions Counselors. The
final session of this year's fair
ends today at St. Anselm's
College in Manchester.
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Custom
T-Shirt

(603) 431-8319

Printing
T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS•
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY rs
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS ·
& TOTES

3131 LAFAYETIE ROAD. PORTSMOUTH. NH 03801

niversity Theater
1985-86 Season
Presents

!HOMECOMING
the drama by ·
Harold Pinter ·
directed by
David J..Magidson

Johnson Theater
Isabel and Harriet Paul
Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
~
~
Durham

a

The Hotel Adminis tration Students
Present:

October 10-12 at 8 r .M.
October 16 at 2 r .M.
October 17-19 at 8 r .M.
Preview: October 9 at 8 r .M.

WnteoMil To Bouimon ~T.

General: $5
UNH Students/Employees/Alumni
and Senior Citizens: $4
· PreView: $2
Reservations: (603) 862-2290
·
Dinner Theater Package
New England Center Restaurant

~ [/rilnde .lo tJl2u1'9r lut1M"

.

Friday, October 11, 1985
Reception-6.~30 p.m.
Dinner-7:30 P·1fl-·
The Granite State Room M UB
$15.95
Whittemore School of Business & Economics,
Hotel Administration
Contact MUB Ticket Office 862-2290
?C

?C

?C

?C

?C
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Telemarketing
Opportuni ties
First Signature Bank & Trust, a new bank located in North Hampton,
New Hampshire, is seeking candidates for several positions in its
Telemarketing Customer Service Department.

•;

'Jelemarketing

Customer Service
Representatives

Specific responsibilities will include receiving and processing all
requests for service from existing and prospective clientele, opening
all new accounts and processing all bank by mail activity. Training
will be provided on use of an on-line computer system to support
our dedication to top quality customer service at all times. Customer
service representatives will work in 2 shifts - from 8:30 AM to 3:30
PM and from 3:30 PM to 10 PM. Some Saturday hours may also be
required.

Oct. 4 - Oct. 11
100% Acrylic .
SHAKER KNIT
SWEATER VESTS

$14.90
Comp. Value $22.00

gold-purple-jad e
100% Acrylic
SHAKER KNIT
CARDIGANS

$24.90
Comp. Value $40.00

royal-natural-jad e
100% COTTON
SWEATERS
solids & stripes

'lelephone Marketing
Specialists

V2 PRICE
Values to $47.50

Specific responsibilities will include selling banking services to
existing and prospective customers via telephone, calling prospects
to answer questions about specific banking services offered by
mail, solidifying interest and generating commitments to purchas~
bank products and services. Hours will be 3:30 PM to 10 PM, Monday
through Friday. Some Saturday hours may also be required.

Previous telephone sales/customer service experience is required
for both positions and knowledge of financial services is helpful.
Salary range $7.00-$12.00 per hour, depending on experience, plus
a comprehensive benefits package including paid vacation, medical

and dental insurance.

Buy now for Christmas - Use our free lay-away!
50 MAIN STREET •OPEN MON. - SAT.
DOWNTOWN DURHAM • 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

To apply, please call us in New
Hampshire at (603) 964-5364 anytime
on or after Monday, Oct. 7 or prior to
Oct. 7, we can be reached at (617)
638-9086.

-
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(603) 862-2541

The #1 STATIO N IN THE SEACOA ST*

If you haven't been listening, you don't
know what you've been missing.
Look for our new Program Guide-ou t
soon and available everywhe re
Don't miss WllNHnight in the MUB PUB
Friday, Oct 4

And don't forget BANGAH also in the PUB.
with It Figures Oct 5

.

*Voted #1 by the First Annual Reports Readers
Choice A wards
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---------------FREEBIE --------------of MUSO sponsored shows and
programs," said Wright.
The Bartlett amendment was
defeated by voice vote in the
Senate. Bartlett's opponent was
Doug LaChance, Student Senate
Financial Affairs and Administration chairman, who said,
"I don't support the amendment
because if the concert was free,
it wouldn't be fair to MUSO."
Wright said, "The idea behind
inviting senators and SAFC
Council members was because
MUSO wants the senators to

(continued from page 1)
go back to their dorms and
constituents and Increase awareness about MUSO events.
MUSO gives two to three free
invitations to each student
organization, according to
Wright. However, this is the
first time MUSO has given out
free tickets to all senators and
members of the SAFC Council.
MUSO has a publicity/ advertising budget of $7000
a year, and "that amount will
be used up this year, even
though in the past it hasn't,"

according to Wright.
Wright said, "This is not a
promotional thing, it is an
attempt by MUSO to make
students aware of our activities."
Student Senator William Bartoshe, of Eaton House, said, "I
wasn't even aware of this free
invitation, and at the last Senate
meeting, no one said anything
about free invitations."
"I hope this will work out,
and the senators go to the free
concert, to help MUSO promote
itself," said Wright.
-~''\

-

868-2791
~\ ·

....

Your complete auto parts -headquarters
specializing for the do-it-yourselfer

(continued from page 1)
Heald's mu-sic-maker takes ~ ment. Before the set of 246 bells
up an ent~re wall in the Alumni was given to UNH in memory
Center's Henderson Room. Ac-:- of Oren V. "Dad" Henderson,
cording to Heald it is the largest Heald played a 64 bell carillon
carillon in the North East. The for almost 30 years.
bells are divided into five sets:
"My love for the instrument
Bourdon, Englis_h Major, Eng- is what has kept me so interlish Minor, Flemish and the ested in playing for so long,"
Harp/Celeste. Each set of bells Heald saici.
.
has an individual characteristic
Every Monday evening Heald
sound, Heald said.
performs a, concert at the ComHeald has played the carillon munity Church for social gathat the Alumni Center since 1983 erings and handicapped people,
when the Class of 1943 funded he said.
and donated the $42,000 instru-

".\~j %:"

We take so much for granted.

Main St.
Durham, N.H.

no limit, valid Durham store only

__________ BELLS __________

Serve In

DOVER AUTO SUPPLY

Amalie 10-40 Motor Oil
.99¢ per quart with this ad
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Indoor plumbing. It can be an exciting Christmas
gift for a needy family in Appalachia. YOU can
experience a_ctive mission life this holiday season.
As a Glenmary volunteer, you will live on a rustic
farm near Vanceburg, Kentucky, and bring practical
help ... and hope to the·-peop.le of Appalachia.
Join other Catholic men .and. give one week of
your _holiday vacation. We need volunteers for
the following weeks.

December 28, 1985 ·January 3, 1986
or
January 6 • 12, 19·g5

For more information, return this coupon as soon as possible to: Brother Jack Henn,
GLENMARY HOME MISSIONERS, Box 465618, Cincinnati, Ohio 45246-5618.

Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip
Phone#---------,--------~·

# 050-10/85

October

\0 \985
'

lhursdoYr

_ _N\.u.s.
Stroff ord Room
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.
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'
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UNH Groduot•
plonninO on
Sponsored by
rnics & Cor••'
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REPRESENET;~~IAL

OVER 40 SCHOOL!>
PARTICIPANTS POS1ED IN M

UNION BUILDING

- - - - - - -·DAMAGE-------Task Tip of The Day
Read actively -- get involved with your textbook:
underline, ask yourself questions, summarize or use
any other study aids which help you concentrate,
~understand, and remember better.

charges into the budget, meaning an increase in room rent to
accomodate damage charges.
•develop an incentive program,
that is, provide prizes for the
halls or floors with the greatest
percentage decrease in damages.
A s ecific Ian will be dr

({TUARr 'HAIRE~
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Save 30% to 60%
-ONE WEEK ONLYOct. 4 .- Oct. 11
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Argyle

.

~PRICE

SWEATERS
Acrylic

$14.90.

SWEATERS
Shetland

$1'1.90

Orlon

$12.90

SWEATERS
SWEATERS

Saturdays' Fashion

(continued from paJ:te 1)
up by Residential Life staff only in their original form, or .rt10dif students indicate through the ified to become viable options.
The institutions surveyed
survey the interest for such a
were selected for their comparreward system.
•incur a damage deposit to able campus housing populacover common area damage, tions, according to Whitaker,
returning unspent monies to and include State University of
students. The deposit has been New York at Binghampton,
estimated to be $25 per student. Cornell, Syracuse, SUNY Sto•incur a damage deposit again nybrook, University of Virginia,
at an estimated $25 per student James Madison University and
but return unused monies to hall Yale. It was found thmqgh the
governments to determine its survey that 21 of the 34 institutions have billing systems
use.
•maintain the current situation similar to UNH's - that is
of billing individuals identified damage not assigned to an
as having done the damage, individual is payed by either the
while leaving it up to the house entire building or the living unit
councils to decide if damage not (floor, wing). Thirteen colleges
assigned to an individual is to indicated that damage fees were
be split amongst the entire a built-in feature of room rent
residence hall, or just the wing but 4 of these 13 were considor floor on which the damage ering changing to a system
similar to the one at UNH .
. was done.
The survey will be adminisWhitaker declined to comment on which option he con- tered to UNH students at the
end of October by the STYLE
siders to be most favorable.
The options were compiled council, and allow a random
from data collected through a sample of about 200 students
telephone survey done last to voice their feelings on the
summer of 34 public colleges subject. STYLE (Stop Trashing
and universities on the eastern Your Living Environment) is
seaboard. Each university sys- comprised of student representem of billing was examined for tatives and Residential Life staff
possible implementation members whose primary goal
at UNH. The various systems is to educate students as to the
identified in those colleges were effects of noise and damage to
either listed as options for UNH buildings.

$19.90

----RECEPTION------ -

(Buy now for Christmas - Use our free lay-away!)

(continued from page 3)
with the reception. I put in a "Gloria" was coming.
lot of hours during the storm.
"Juice and cookies and a few
I was looking forward to a nice brief' words from the adminisreception," said a student dis- tration was not indicative of the
patcher for UNH Public Safety amount of time and effort we
and police and fire depart- all put in," said the dispatcher.
ments who worked 18 hours "ltwasanicetry,lguess."
within the 24 hour period that .

SWEATERS

ud more!

50 MAIN STREET •Open ¥ON. -SAT.
_DOWNT?QWN DURHAM •9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. ,

The Nicl1c
Coffccl1ousc
•

ts

looking for

•

••
Enthusiastic
Women Wanted

SAE
Little Sister Rush

rstudent Musicians
DATES:
for
Open Stage
on Oct. 19
Contact
M·artha Kennedy
..
at
~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sunday
Oct 6. 8:00-10:00 Semi Formal

Tuesday
Oct. 8 8:00-10:00

Monday
Oct 14 8:00-10:00

SOcUllG,it

~lfVGs

cH~rnES
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A 26-minute, ·multi-media
history of rock 'n' roll from
the SO'S through the SO'S

Monday, October 7
·Showings at 7,8,9 and 10 p.m. ·.·
M.U.B. Strafford Room
• Time Tunnel PHOTO .EXHIBIT
· . · .· in the M .UB .
.

·. .

,·
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Editorial
UNH 's negle cted library
Students no longer need to wait for exam
time to learn of the inadequacy of UNH' s
library facilities. Even at this stage in the
semester, students wishing to use the
Dimond Library will find themselves forced
to walk up and down the aisles between
book cases in, an often fruitless hunt for
a place to study. When the exam period
appears on the horizon, it may even be ·
difficult for library users to walk among
the book shelves without tripping over
students who are forced to study on the
.
floor.
Of course, there is nothing new about
the lack of study space in the Dimond
Library, at least for students who were at
UNH last year. But the UNH prospectus
probably omitted to mention to freshman
and transfers that this U niv~_rsity is cursed

shelving and plan a building extension,
the trustees came up with just $225,000.
At the end of last year, the Academic
Senate called upon President Haaland to
initiate a fund-raising campaign for the
benefit of the Library. Such a campaign
may be the University's only hope, if the
state l~gislature continues to ignore the
need of UNH.
The problems at the University's libraries
should be given top priority by the University administration, and an aggressive
fund-raising campaign must be launched.
An inadequate library hinders students in
their studies and threatens to undermine
the overall standards of education at UNH.
After all, a decent library, accessible to
students, is a basic requirement for any
self-.respecting university.

with a major flaw: its library facilities fall
far short of providing students with a pface
to study when they need it the most.
To make matters worse, nothing is being
done to rectify the situation. The state
legislature has refused to come to the
University's rescue, and appears to be totally
uninterested in UNH' s plight. Meanwhile,
the problem is growing worse each year
as thousands of volumes are added to the
Dimond's collection. The stacks are full,
and shelf space can only be provided at the
expense of study space. University Librarian
Professor Donald Vincent estimates that
over the next five years, the Library will
lose another 225 to -300 seats. Yet nothing
has been done to alleviate the problem.
When the Library made its 1985-7 capital
. fund request for $1,000,000 to provide

Letters
Hurricane
Dear Students:
The threat of Hurricane Gloria
last Friday resulted in a special
burden being placed upon all of us.
We ·all prepared ,as best we could
for the storm . Fortunately, the
storm did not hit our area with the
force originally expected.
On behalf of President Haaland
and Deanne Ethier, Student Body
President, I would like to extend
our sincere thanks to you for your
help and cooperation. The sense
of community created during this
time was most appreciated.
Sincerely,
J. Gregg Sanborn
Dean for Student Affairs

Hom~phobia
To the Editor:
In reference to the destruction
of the Campus Gay Alliance showcase which occured last Friday ,
September 27th in the MUB, one
major point must be considered.
This act was most definitely not
one of mindless vandalism on the
part of the offenders. Neither was
it intentional harm directed towards
the university or the creators of the
display. The crime was an outright
act of terrorism towards homosexuals and more specifically towards
the University's Campus Gay Alliance.
The showcase display consisted
of pictures depicting couples in
various moments of intimacy. Man
and man, woman and woman, and
m an and wom an were all r ~ pres
e"nted, none in any obvious sexual
relationships, but simply together.
The fact that t hese vand als took
offense at intimacy being dep icted
between two peop le of t he same
gender is an obvious disp lay of
extreme homophobia.
Despite the lud icrous motivation
behind the act of the vandals, their
offense could have been handled
more constructively; th rough letters, another showcase, etc. The

vandals, instead of threatening an
entire group of people who ask no
more than the right to be themselves, should perhaps, through
introspection, get to the root of
their homophobia by dealing with
their own irrational fears.
The Women's Center, as an
organization devoted to the equality .
of the sexes, must also concern itself
with social injustice wherever it
occurs.
Sincerely,
Cynthia O'Brien
Lisa Nicholas
Beth Heyer
Leslie Wagner
Karin Rines

. Blood drive
To the Editor:
The opening drive of the Durham
Red Cross Blood Services ran into
several obstacles in the five day
schedule, but many thanks are owed
to many, many concerned individuals and groups.
The beginning days were very
slow and then the hurricane cancelled Friday which promised to
help us make 1000 pints total!!
We managed to pull together
with volunteers and public relations
to set up a replacement ~ffort on
Sunday and it was an amazing day!
Donors came in crowds - mostly
from the student body and WUNH
. joined us all day at the site. This
remarkable turnout made our total
collection reach 878 pints!!
A call to our Manchester Center
revealed that in spite of some
problems, UNH is still the largest
donor base and proved it with no
doubt in this emergency situation.
The staff of the MUB went out
of its way to help us prep are fo r
Sund ay ! The Mub Pub p ull ed refre sh m ents out of a h at a nd th e
student manager helped us to alert
donors as to our plans. Signs were
ch anged as to da te a nd t ime a nd
many individuals roamed the campus in our behalf.
Ca lls to the H all Directors and
fraterni ties we~e equally gratifying
and helped to make a good turnout

possible.
Thanks must also go to all
Student press, radio and tv, who
gave us unbelievable coverage all
during this unusual week.
Remember everyone involved
last week is much appreciated and
we especially look forward to
·sharing together in December as
you give your very special gift in
the spirit of the season.
Sincerely,
Jarry Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross Blood
Chairperson

Concessio n
To the Editor:
I'm writing this letter concerning
one of UNH' s Karate Club's sources
of income. In years past we have
been able to run concession stands
. at home football games. Last year
I took over this responsibility with
the understanding that I was allowed to sell candy and fruit but
no hot dogs or beverages. To my
understanding I was not to sell hot
· dogs or beverages in order to reduce
competition between my concession
stand and two other concession
stands that do sell hot dogs and
beverages . This year happens to
be quite a different story; I am no
longer allowed to sell any food. For
the same reason "to cut down
competition." These other concession stands happen to be run by two
university athletic teams that receive funding from the University
of New Hampshire. Contrary to
this the UNH Karate Club is nor
university funded therefore with
this year's new_ restrictions the club
has lost a valuable source of income.
Finally, I am not going to go into
what I think the politics are on this
issue but I would like to state that
I think the Karate club also has right
to free enterprise.
Averh ill Cate

Health
To the Editor:
Your article on the Freshmi;m 15
was excellent. UNH Dining Services provides students concerned
about their diet and weight gain
or loss - counseling and support.
We would appreciate your assistance in publicizing the following
information.
The Healthiest Choice Club
meets every two weeks at 6:30 pm
lower Huddleston, run by nutrition
seniors. It provides group and
individual support and nutrition
information programs. The next
meeting will be Wednesday, October 16, 1985. The Healthiest
Choice Menu, based on regular

dining hall menu items, selects
those foods that are nutrient-dense
and makes it easier for the student
to stick to a lower calorie diet. For
. good health it is never lower than
1200 calories and allows for an
additional amount of snack calories.
Sylvia Marple, R.D., M.S. is
available on Tuesdays from 10:3012: 30 by appointment at Health
Services 2-1530.
Students can always contact my
office 2-2583 tn ask for help,
information and express concerns
related to food and dining.
Hannelore Dawson
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University Forum
A man of simple, clear words
Back in the days when Mom would
read to me, "Stuart Little" was my
favorite. Somehow I missed out on
"Charlotte's Web," and "The Trumpet
of the Swan," but among the books that
stood so straight and cared for between
my bookends, and which inspired in
me a love of bindings and hard covers
and contents, "S~uart Little" by E.B.
White was the first to become dogeared and yellowed about halfway down
the edge, where the thumb grips each
turned page.
When I was old enough, I read it
myself, recognizing and understanding
the words, and comparing them to the
familiar pictures. "Stuart Little" was
among the first real books I ever read,
and what to me was the thrill of reading
only compounded the enchantment of
Stuart's escapades.
Adolescence and teenage, along with
all of the terribly important things
which adolescents and teenagers think
and do, pushed Stuart Little and E.B.
White from my mind. But six years ago,
when I first came to UNH, I was reintroduced to Mr. White.
My freshman English teacher handed
out our syllabus, and there, among
Twain and now-anonymous others, was
"One Man's Meat" by E.B. White. I
had to think for a minute, but that name
and my past finally focused.
.My teacher, a graduate student, had

scheduled too much for the semester,
and Mr. White was bumped from the
course. I suppose that a lot of my
classmates, having kept their register
receipts, returned "One Man's Meat"
to the bookstore, cashing it in for a
couple of Friday night beers. But I hung
on to it. I figured I'd read it some day.
I did read it. Then I gave it to my
girlfriend to read. I even bought a copy
for my father. In that book I found that
while I'd been busy growing up, E.B.
White had been p:itiently waiting for
me to grow up. And when I had, "One
Man's Meat" was waiting for me. ·
At a time (as now) when all people
seemed to be grappling with questions
of human dignity and human identity,
warring with aggression and digression
from humanitarian interests, E.B.
White was making some sense of it
all - had, in fact, made sense of it during,
and in the wake of, World War II.
In this book, written while he was
just starting his salt water farm in
Maine, Mr. White juxtaposed images
of the war, filtered through news
sources and punctuated by civil defense
measures, against anecdotes from, and
insights into, his farming life. Against
the horrific panoply of war are played
the trials of chicken farming and the
taming of an unruly barnyard by the
writer turned rustic. Through it all Mr.
White suggest_s that no cataclysm can

By Eric M. Heath
be so vast and awful that it loses its
impact on the individual. And that no
individual is so tiny and innocuous as
to lack impact on the world.
E.B. White died early Tuesday morning. That night on his newscast Robert
MacNeil called Mr. White "a man of
simple, clear words." Simple, clear
words; witness Mr. White, are the
bricks and mortar of poignancy on
paper.
Each September thousands upon
thousands of students are directed to
their college bookstores to drop $2.95
for a book called "The Elements of
Style." William Strunk,Jr., the mentor,
wrote it. E.B. White, his student, revised
it. Here a.gain, as in the example set
by his stories and essays; the message
is simplification toward clarity toward
quality. Above all, perhaps Mr. White
will be remembered as a consumate

artisan and a champion of quality.
A couple of years ago I wrote an
unabashed fan letter to E.B. White.
I never got an answer, and the chances
a~e goo.cl that he never got it. Lacking
his Mame address, I sent it to his socalled office address in New York City,
dug from the pages of "Who's Who
in America."
The letter was simple, it seemed
appropriate. What it amounted to was "thank you." Thank you for caring about
our language and about the art of
writing. Thank you for the essays which
clarified the condition called "being
human." Thank you for "Stuart little,"
for helping me learn to read and
teaching me to love it. Thank y~u for
having an impact on the world.
Eric Heath is ~ Senior EngJi:t;h major and _
a campus policeman.

Ugliness pervades the 80's
By Jeffrey Miller
These are some scary times, these
'80's.
On the underside of soaring economic indicators, crouching in the shadow
of tall-standing America, peaking out
occasionally like a glob of middle-aged
cellulite from under designer sweats,
a very real ugliness exists.
The scourge goes by many names:
the Reagan tide, the new conservatism
of good-old-fashioned-Ameri can
values. I prefer to call it "the resurgence
of popular fascism .."
This social disease (potentially more
deadly than anything festering in San
Francisco bathhouses) is marked by
such symptoms as religious fundamentalism, aggressive militarism, social
conservatism and-worst of all-a
burning desire to force everyone else
to think the same way.
Those afflicted do not break out with
open sores, but they are easy to spot
nonetheless. They tend to collectivize,
forming mental militias with such
charmingly ridiculous names as the
Moral Majority, Fairness in Media and
Accuracy in Academia. (Does anybody
remember the Ministry of Truth?)
Accuracy in Academia, the most
recent of the New Totalitarians, an-_
nounced this week that it has b~gun
secretly "monitoring" the teachings
of more than 10,000 alleged "Marxist"
professors. Obviously, the Young
Believers who make up this group are
so opposed to any "un-American" views
being disseminated in college lecture
halls that they will gladly sacrifice the
First Amendment in the name of
''accuracy.·'
In fact, if there is a common thread
running through this country's current
fit of Reactionism, it is a general
distaste for the Constitution. Freedom
of the press allows the pinko media
to spread anti-American propoganda, ·
the Miranda rule lets dangerous criminals get off scott free, separation of
church and state prevents our children
from praying in school and learning
the "truth" about creation in science
class.
It rarely occurs to these patriotic
types· that when they attack free speech,
lir:pitatiops on police , p~wer an.cl secular .
education; they are trying to destroy

the very things that make America "the
freest country on Earth." It seldom
sinks into their skulls that if this
country were not so "liberal," they
would not ·be able to spew their rightwing madoess in the first place.
But they really cannot be blamed for
having impaired judgment. They are,
after all, diseased.
Often, the shrill intolerance of Jerry
Falwell and Jesse Helms seems laughable. But, like all plagues, the neofascisti fever has it ugly side.
Think of the , legions of dedicated
followers these despicable ferrets
command. Even more frightening,
remember that people like Falwell
possess that rare ability to tell the Big
Lie ("Help the blacks in Soweto:
support apartheid!") and get away with
it.
Then, think .of the New Right's
victims. What about the teen-agers who
were unable to get contraceptives
without their parents' knowledge
because of a law passed by a bunch of
bible-thumpers? What about the 18year-olds who spent graduation night
serving a 12-month jail term because
the local police department stated
"sting" operation at their high school?
The pestilence of intolerance no
longer seems very funny.
So, the next time you hear a group
trying to impose its idea of "fairness"
or "accuracy" on others, the next time
you read about "moral" legislation
being lobbied through Congress by
Fundamentalists, remember the words
of John Stuart Mill:
"Society can and does exercise its
own mandates; and if it issues wrong
mandates or any mandates at all in
things with which it ought not to
meddle, it practices a social tyranny
more formidable than many kinds of
,
political oppression."
Somewhere, a short-cropped, Izodclad member of Accuracy in Academia
makes a note: "This Mill guy sounds
pretty cangerous. We need to blacklist
him."
The ugliness grows.

Stoke Ae-r obics: Who deserves
By Maureen Cloonan
to teach?
,

Developed and organized by two
students of the University, and taught
by four others, Stoke Aerobics has succeeded in becoming the biggest
aerobics program on campus. Why is
it such a hit? It probably is because one
pays $10.00 for an unlimited amount
of classes per week, for the entire
semester.
We, being students ourselves, know
how tight money can be, and how
expensive the aerobic programs are
here. Therefore, the six of us, (Lorre
Colannino, Jim Buckman, Michelle
Buckman, Janine Ristuccia, Kerri
Leblanc, and myself, Maureen Cloonan)
decided to start our own program. We
workout every day anyway, why not
let others workout with us. We have
a lot of experience behind us: dance
classes, team sports, health club aids.
We could do this job and do it well.
Students would pay us a small fee for
our time, but most importantly they
would get some great exercise without
putting a hole in their bank accounts.
The plans were made, posters drawn,
and release forms signed. Stoke Aerobics began and flourished! But no
sooner did we hold our first classes,
we were told that the classes must stop.
Recreational Sports began questioning
our program - proclaiming a problem
of liability because we were not certified. Why were we being told this
now and not before the program began?
We did everything by the book; worked
with an R.A. and a Hall Director to
be sure it . was OK. MoreovFr, we
received our release forms from Recreational Sports, who sarcastically
laughed at us thinking the program
"couldn't work." Isn't it funny how
Jeffrey Miller is a reporter for The ~.Jew - it was not until Stoke Aerobics was
- doing so well, was "working," did we
'
.
"·
Hampshire.

hear -from Residential Life about the
problems we would encounter; problems brought to their attention by
Recreational Sports.
To add to this frustrating, pathetic
mess, we found out that Recreational _
Sports had hired too many instructors
with no classes to teach. How convenient for them to inform Residential
Life of a_n aerobics program with
uncertified teachers. I don't even know
how to express the betrayal the six of
us have felt these past couple of weeks.
A decision was made by Residential
Life to allow Recreational Sports into
Stoke. We were not consulted. Recreational Sports has taken our program
from us, paying their teachers $7.50
an hour. Recreational Sports has taken
our students, students' money, and have
left us in the cold. Our accomplishment
is no longer ours.
In finding out about this decision
made, we, the originators of Stoke
Aerobics requested that the new conductors of Stoke Aerobics inform the
students of the past happenings; to
refund any money that may be requested. Not much can be done now, I
suppose, but to let others know what.,
has happened, which is the purpose
of my writing. We are hoping to gain
_the support of those who have signed
up for the program. I must ask, how _
many times you, yourselves, have been
harrassed and ignored, used by the•
University? How helpless did you feel?
That's how we feel!
Lorre Colannino and Jim Buckman are the
coordinators of Stoke Aerobics. The instructors are Michelle Buckman, Janine
Ristuco"a, Kerri Leblanc and Maureen
Cloonan.
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· Progressive
Sounds

M.U.S.O. presents ...

BAN GAH
Saturday October 5, 1985
UNH STUDENTS $2.00
NON-STUDE NTS $2.00
AND

BOSTO N COME DY COMP ANY
Sunday October 6, 1985
UNH students $2.00
Non~Students $3. 00

LAUGHING MUB PUB

.

Doors Open at 8 p.m. ·

.

.

· ·

.

· · •· .. Must be 18 or older/UNH ID: Proof of Age Required
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Arts & Features
Seventh Peak: the height of local entertainment
By Cathy McCarron
"We like diversity. In a show,
we like to bounce from the 50's
to the 20's to the 70's," said Sam
Southworth, lead guitarist of
folk duo Seventh Peak, which
performed at the Catnip Pub
in downtown Durham Tuesday
nig?t.
Wearing jeans and ·t eeshirts,
the duo showed an easy, relaxed
stage presence. In the compelling three set show, Sam, 25 and
Norman Bradford, 21, played
over 30 songs and displayed
ad~irable versatility.

10 year olds and a celebrating
bottle of Mt. Gay Rum which
was cracked at the top of the
seventh and final peak.

lntluenced by all walks of
musical life, Sam and Norman
find themselves most affected
by Motown, The Grateful Dead,
50's and 60's music, and George
Thorogood, who, according to
Sam, "is the only one left who
can really play the blues anymore."
Switching from a gorgeous,
smooth rendition of Crosby,
Stills and Nash's "Southern
Cross" to Sam's behind-thehead guitar-playing in a fast
Chuck Berry tune, Seventh Peak
shows talent and a passion for
fun.

Highlights of the first set
included a Bob Dylan tune,
"Tangled Up in Blue," where
they switched off lead vocals and
guitar as well as an upbeat
version of Paul Simon's "Down
by the School Yard," and an
"We play a lot of covers to
original, "Cadillac Man," a fast please the crowd," says Norm,
. strumming country song about · "because they're the most ima g:iy who only "lives on luck."
portant part of it." Please the The Seventh Peak String Band at their recent Catnip Pub performance. (Sarah Creed photo)
crowd they did, for among the
fans was a loyal Grateful Dead T~ey really get in~~ it." Three band, Mr. Rhythm." Seventh · "Many new rock bands are not
Seventh Peak, which began following who couldn't have -- girls kn?,wn as The Ham- Peak tries to evoke the most too damn thoughtful; in fact,
sound from the fewest instru- many are disposable."
in 1983, has written eleven been happier. Seventh Peak housettes loved the duo.
"It's a terrific selection. They ments. Sam said they felt much
However, he and Nor man
other songs and has recently . even went so far as to lead the
recorded a demo tape with four crowd in singing "Happy Birth- sound just lik_e Gerry (Garcia) . like a "Vaudeville Act." The remain optimistic about the duo,
tunes. The two self-taught mu- day" to a member of the au- and Bob (Weir)." Another en- added accompanying rhythm of saying, "The music industry is
thusiastic fan said, "They're the high hat, only one sixteenth thriving. There's room for
sicians collaborate on the music, dience.
exceptional. I saw them before. of a drum set, gives off "the everything." The future does
and Sam~ who has a Masters
_ illusion of an entire set," and look bright for the Seventh
Th_at's why I'm back.:'
- Degree in English from UNH,
Scheduled to play 4 or 5 more ·
also adds a touch of jazz to their Peak.
of
think
man
Nor
-and
Sam
wri!~s the lyrics.
shows at the Catnip, Seventh
As one fan admirably said,
Peak's excellent folk music, rare themselves as minimalists. Us- music.
But among Seventh Peak's "They don't sound like 'The
They met as camp counselors in clubs, provides a welcome ing only two guitars and a "highhat," (two cymbals) which Nor- , musical ventures, you won't find Dead.' They sound like themin the summer of '83. The duo's change.
man introduced to the crowd any progressive rock. Sam's selves. That's what's so hard to
name stems from an amusing
Cindy Elliot, who frequents as "the third member of the - disdain was clear as he said, - pull off, and they did it."
anecdote about a mountain
climbing trip with a bunch of ~e Catnip, said, "They're great.

The Homecoming at UNH
By Hannah Gannon

Harold Pinter's The Homecoming is about the return of
an eldest brother to the London
Flat and i1_11mediate family
which he _left ~~x years before.
After living in America, holding a college position, earning
a doctorate and raising a family
he feels that it is time for his
wife to meet the people he was
- raised with. He finds nothing
. :changed: his father, uncle and
two grown brothers all live
under the same roof in a chaotic,
violent, animalistic sense.
The play is "Rude ... crude"
says set director Raymond Bern- ier who asks the question, "Are
• they normal? Is everyone else ... the educated, abnormal?"
Bernier has created a very
interesting backdrop made out
of snow fences.

tog~

back and see_it again."

takes humanity out of you. The
character we think we can r.eally_
understand is the least human,
·
the least able to respond."

Dire.c tor David J. Magidsod
believes Pinter to be one of the
Carroll Tolman, playing the
great playwrites of the 20th
century, despite "being difficult middle brother Lenny, said that
for college students.'' These in rehearsing, he thought of
"animal images" of himself as
L
"E
.. If
un d ergra d uate actors are
ugene au~e
"among the best groups of a wo or rat.
people.'' They all come from - who ,.plays the fath~r, Max, said
different walks of life at UNH. that the mood swings must go
Krista Danine Smith a fresh- on both ends of the spectrum... from tenderness to angryl
h 'f.
k.
.
1·
,, M k M K
man, is wor mg on er irst ro e
in the Theatre department as Ted~· h.a~ /h· ennah a !as
Ruth, the wife. Evan Mooney, be y, t ..in .sf~ ,,1bm asf av!ng
ut ee 1mg
een a mis it
h
h h. "
wh o p Iays U nc Ie Sam, a ch au feur ..
driver, is a taxi driver in Ports- h wort w i 1e enoug to go
ome.
mouth.
.. The others may over respo~d,
"They were all able to get the act imp~lsively like animals do
basic things early and can now but, we see, and the truth hurts,
work on the sophisticated, small that being civil can hurt those
inoveme n ts ... everything closest to us-that consequeric~
happens on purpose," Magidson ar~ pai~- in accomplishment.
said, and this means the way
Teddy grips the familiar banMagidson warns "watch out''
ister or how Ruth sits in a chair in this play. It could hit home
with an ulterior motive in mind. . ha~~er tha~ you expect it to. _

More information regar"diiig
Magidson said that The .
"The original set was cavenous ..it implied a cave. Butl think Homecoming is "controversial" - Homecoming will be offered
· they should live in a cage." He and that "even though the Friday at noon in the Johnson
also added that "the prod.uction dialogue is simple, there is Theatre. The actors will be
available for guestion ·a nd a
is very good and the acting ultimately a complex idea."
preview will be held October
topnotch." As a viewer who
He believes that Pinter is 9, at 8:00 with perform·a nces
usually only sees one showing
of u~erf~~1l11:1.1i~.1l~ls. ~·~ri~ ..B<i.irut!1'!. PPi JVtlt. :·~i,.vjJ..:1,?:~tion. .. i:tmui11g..tilLtbe.19J9lLu;'
~'
--~ ................~............-........ _.._ ... ~.-..- --------..-.....-. ..........,........ ~

...
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UNHis on the MTV map

as Latalto's bandmates in the
"Live" concert shots.
Also appearing ~!1 acting roles
are freshman Christina Cameron and graduate Donna LaBrie.
Academic Advisor Paul Cadigan
portrays a pair of villainous
characters.
Catalfo says
out to make
a catchy and appealing video.
"Most videos are boring," he
says. "By and large, the second
or third time you see one, boy,
forget it. We're trying to be kind
of witty.'-'
No stranger to Music Television, Catalfo joined with
Yvonne and Napolitano two
years ago to form the band
Friday, whose video "You Don't
Want to Know" placed third
overall in the first Basement
Tapes competition. The preliminary round saw Friday garner
"the highest vote total up to that
point," says Catalfo.
The new video was made for
about $2000, as compared with
$200 for the first ("Basically
no budget at all," explains
Catalfo). He adds that the "local
community was extraordinarily
helpful" in the making of the
video. As examples, Catalfo cites
the National Guard's donation
of army uniforms, the Dover
Police's loan of a squad car, and
-his use of Portsmouth's Theatre
by the Sea as a filming site.
"On that kind of budget, we
couldn't throw money everywhere. We nickel and <limed it.
It was really a community effort."
Channel Eleven's Executive
Producer, Sam Price, was the
project's head of production.
Says Catalfo, "He was such a
great help to us." Joe Doyle,
formerly another employee of
Channel Eleven, did th~ -~~iting,

while Lou Morneau, another
UNH grad, was the director.
In the Basement Tapes competition, "Everybody Loves a
Hero" will be up against videos
originating in large cities such
as San Francisco, Los Angeles
and Boston. But Catalfo has "no
fear that the video isn't up to
par. I'm not worried about our
showing."
Cadigan, promotional assistant to Catalfo as well as an actor
in the video, agrees. "This is
stronger than half the videos
on television now,'' he say,s. "Of
course, I'm biased, but I feel it's
a very good product. For its
budget and area, I think it's
pretty impressive."
On the way to his first national exposure, Catalfo gained
experience both with Friday and
with another band, President.
Both bands worked out of Boston, playing larger nightclubs
ilke The Channa! and The Rat
and receiving considerable airplay on WBCN, WERZ,
WHEB, and WUNH, according
to Catalfo.

heset

_Fred Catalfo's video, "Everybody Loves a Hero" will compete in MTV's Basement Tapes.(FFC
photo)
By Jim Sullivan
completed his second- music contra_ct with Epic Records:_
Freddie Catalfo wants to put video.
Although he is actually a
UNH on the musical map.
..Entitled "Everybody Loves Dover resident, Catalfo says,
"I want to show what kind
a Hero," the video has been "This is almost like a UNH
of a product can come from a selected to participate in MTV's project, becaue nearly everyone
small town/; says the 1982 Basement Tapes competition. involved is from the U niver"QNH graduate. _
_
_
At 10 p.m. on Sunday, October sit~."
With a little help from his 13_, it will be aired along with
Latalto recorded the song
friends, all of whom are either five other -amateur videos, with alone, laying down tracks for
UNH students, graduates, or the winner of a phone-in becom- - each instrument as well as the
employees, Catalfo has recently ing eligibie to win a recorcilng vocals. However, UNH graduates Renee Yvonne and Ralph
N_a eolitano appear in the_vid_eo

Blue Nile: from
rags to .riches ·

-

Friday broke up in the fall of
1984. Catalfo says he "wanted
to do a few things on my own,"
- one of which was recording
"Ey~rybody Loves _a _
H ero."
"We've since started playing
together again," he explains.
"Right now-we're writing songs.
That's the first step. We'll be
playing out (live shows) shortly
but we're not at the moment."
"I consider our style as mainstream rock. We've got the
material-about 150 songs ... We
want to have hits,'' says Catalfo.
And with the succes.s of his
first two ventures, Catalfo is
well on his way to realizing his
:= dream.

Barrett brings novel writing

The album opens with the
title song, which in spite of the _By Ami Walsh
Whether it is through her the world is telling you.
fairlight and scarce instrumen·Battered women, and femi- fiction .or non-fiction, Barrett
tation, is user friendly. Violins nism are social issues writer expresses her feminist ideals.
Barrett slowly read the final
provide great contrast and grav- Martha Barron Barrett is not "We always write from where
paragraph of the Kathy Kaplan
ity to the electric nature of the afraid to discuss.
we are," she said.
song. If one did not know better,
Barrett began with a reading story and ended with a quote
Barrett read from her Underone might be inclined to believe cur rent's columns in Ports- from an article in her column from Kaplan herself; "Society
that the golden tones of Adrian mouth Magazine and excerpts entitled "Oliver With a Twist." tends to look on women who
commit violent acts as bad
Belew grace this song.
from her new novel God 1s Barrett describes her own in- people. Worse than that, be"Tinseltown in the Rain" and Country at the UNH Writer's terpretation of Charles Dickens'
cause men are allowed to believe
"From Rags to Riches,'' which Series Tuesday night~
Oliver Twist.
it's alright to fight for what you
complete the first side, both are
"I've got the chance to say it,"
believe in, women are suppose
equipped with an enjoyable explained Barrett, "and I should
"Although Oli;;er is ... enterdance beat, although for quite stick my neck out on some rather - tainment fare because it does to be passive and let men do the
The Blue Nile
different kinds of dances. The unpopular sides of issues be- not, like the original Oliver fighting for them, which ... come
A Walk Across the Rooftops
former has a surprisingly tune- cause these are things people Twist, tackle present injustices, to think of it is exactly what I
A&M Records
did."
- ful hook in the basic lyrics "Do ought to think about."
that jarring modern note reI love you? Yes I love you,"
Currently Barrett teaches one mains-a woman trapped by
- By Arthur Lizie
tasteful violins, and, surprise, evening course at UNH for DCE youthful circumstances, justia guitar. The latter song just sort (Division of Continuing Edu- fying her staying with her
Barrett concluded the lecture
The Blue Nile's A Walk of flows along with no great cation) students. She also writes abuser by the clap-trap 'he needs by reading excerpts from her
Across The Rooftops is a rather distinction. Both songs, as is the a bi-monthly SQcial commentary me,' and -~[~ng ~s a result."
new novel, God 1s Country. It is
predictable, yet enjoyable, case with most of the tunes ori column for Portsmouth Maga story of a woman's trip down
voyage through tales of life. The the album, are· a bit too long.
- azine and is working on her
the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers
collection of seven ethereal
Barrett continued the lecture during the Revolutionary War.
·
" The second side opens with third novel.
_songs Is half dance, half intel- _"Stay" a catchy-hooked song
reading ahother article she The novel is based on a narrative
ligent easy listening with a which received some radio exwrote for Portsmouth Maga- written by a distant greatheavy back-beat.
zine. The article presents the gran?mother of Barrett's.
posure within the past couple
"Heatwave," not a cover ot ·- life story of Kathy Kaplan.
The album, originally re- of years. As a special treat, at
leased in 1983 by Linn Records, th"' 1 .:ginning of the song, if you the Holland-Dozier-Holland Kaplan was an abused house"Two-thirds of the book is
has been remastered by A&M. c1 ,e your eyes and !is.t en really song, is much too long. The wife who causes the death of her
The liner notes are very scarce, closely, you might easily be rather heavy heated song, which husband. She was sentenced to fiction,'' said the author. "Nonbut luckily the members names convinced that you are actually includes flecks of animal noises, a 30years-to-life imprisonment. fiction units with the original
- narrative to complete the rehave been listed, less some one li~tening to "Life During War- is borderline on boredom.
"Automobile Noise" is a
mainder of the book."
_11.nistake the band for a new time." In spite of this, or
The Kathy Kaplan story was
supergroup called The Talking perhaps because of it, "Stay" distant cousin to industrial
music. The major influence on one of the first articles Barrett
Crimson Gabriels. You may ask is the b1;st song on the album.
yourself their influences and you
While the subject is on com- this supposed tune appears to wrote for Portsmouth MagaThe original narrative was
would not be led on a road to - paring songs, "Easter Parade" be Phil Collins' drums on Ga- zine. The article won a National printed in 1824 and was 4,000
shows that The Blue Nile have briel's "Intruder." With enough Press Award in 1983.
words long. Barrett's novel is
""owhere.
' This is not to say that the listened to Peter Gabriel's "Here thought, it can even invoke
now 800 pages long. She has
"One of the marvelous things been worki_ng ?~-i~ ~or six years.
album is not a good one, just that Comes the Flood" more than images of the mentioned "authe influences appear obvious.' just a few times. The song is very tomobile noise, exit signs, and about journalism is it takes you out of yourself and puts you out
The singer, whomever that may sparse musically, with a quiet subway trains."
Since there is no indication there in the real world," Barrett
be, provides appropriate, yearn- piano creating the proper mood.
ing vocals while flowing keyThis very calm balla~ ade- that the band still exists, one said, "no matter how awful it
"Once you get into a good
- boards, a pulsing bass, and quately conveys the feelings of can only hope t'hat they do and is."
As a journalist, Barrett said, story,'' Barrett said with a laugh,
steady, pounding drums form lone!iness that many people feel enjoy A Walk Across The Roofyou are forced to listen to what _"what can you do!"
tops: in the mean time.
the backing music.
aro?nd h_olid_ay~ ~'!-~~ ~~ E.a~~er.
.
-- -,
~
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End-of-the-Season

Car Ster eo
Sale !
IF YOU BUY YOUR CAR SYSTEM FROM AND HAVE
IT INSTALLED BY TWEETER, WE _DOUBLE THE LENGTH
OF THE REGULAR·MANUFACTURERS' WARRANTIES.

Radar Detectors

Amps & Equalizers
Car Speakers

Whistler Spectrum top-rated radar detector
$149
for dash or visor mount. Includes installation.

·

Boston Acoustics 704 four-inch dual-cone
$45 pr
speakers.
Boston Acoustics 741 high-performance twoway flush-mount sp~akers with separate woofers
$119 pr
& tweeters.
Boston Acoustics 700 high-performance two$149 pr
. way flush-mount sp~akers.

Whistler Spectrum Remote. Similar to
Spectrum but with small remote control panel.
lncll.!_des installation.

Kenwood KRC-1000 cassette receiver with
digital push-button tuning, auto reverse, ANRC 11 .
$199
noise reduc~on .
· Alpine 7163 cassette receiver with digital tuning,
auto reverse, built-in 16-witt-per-channel amp. $119

Alpine 351618-watt-per-channel car amp.

$199

$49

Alpine 3110 combination 18-watt-per-channel
$89
amp/seven-band graphic equalizer.
Yamaha YPA-100 20-watt-per-channel car amp.
$89
. .

Security Systems ·

Kenwood KGC-4300 combination 15-watt-per·
. $99
channel amp/seven-band grdphic equalizer.
ADS P-40 "Power Plate" 20-watt-per·channel amp.
$149

••
ADS 30oi high-performance two-way flush-mount
$119 pr
speakers.
ADS 315i high-performance two-way flush-mount
speakers with separate woofers & tweeters. $179 pr
All Yamaha Car Speakers-153

Off

Yamaha YCR-150 ca5Sette receiver with digital tuning auto seek, auto reverse, Dolby •Mnoise reduction.

,

.

$119

Kenwood KRC-414 cas~tte receiver with di~ital
$149
tuning, auto reverse, Dolby noise reduction.
Yamaha YCR-350 cassette receiver with digital
tuning, Dolby NR, auto reverse, search, 18-watt-per$179
channel amp. .

.\. <

~

)
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ADS P-80 "Power Plate" 40-watt-per·channel amp.
$119
.
..
Carver 120-watt-per-channeJ car power amp. Rolling
$199
·
thunder.
Nakamichi PA-350 four-channel car power amp,
$339
40 watts per _channel (160 total).

Benzi Boxes - let you easily remove cassette
receiver from dash for safe-keeping. Fits most cars.
$79
.
Includes installation.
Alpine 8100 computer-controlled mul~i-sensor.car
alarm system with programmable entry/exit delay time.
$349
Includes installation.
Alpine 8110 computer-controlled multi-sensor car
alarm system with separate, compact control module.
$469
Includes installation.
Alpine 8110 computerized multi-sensor car alarm
system with miniature wireless remote control. The car
$599
alarm system. Includes installation.
•Approximate monthly payment for qualified customers using the
TWt:eter Charge Card revolving credit plan, no down payment. 18 ...
annual percentage rate on remaining balance. Not responsible tor
typ<>graphical errors.

All Alpine Car Speakers-103 Off
All In-Stock Pioneer Car Speakers-

Car Telephone

!53 Off

cassette Receivers

Alpine 7161 cassette receiver with digital push$199
button tuning, auto seek, auto reverse.

Alpine 9500 cellular car telephone system with
speaker-phone and hands-free operation. Includes
$1500 $8J Month•
antenna and installation.
Alpine 7164 cassette receiver with digital tuning,
$199
Dolby NR, digital clock, pre-amp fader.
Alpine 7171 cassette receiver with digital tuning,
auto re'-lerse, pre-amp fader, Dolby NR, 16-watt-per$349
channel amp.
Kenwood KRC-616 "theft-proof" casse.tte
receiver with digital tuning, Dolby B&C NR. Shdes out
$349
·
of dash when not in use.
Nakamichi TD-300 digital cassette receiver
with advanG!d transport, Dolby B&C NR, power
$369
cassette loading.
Nakamichi TD-400 digital cassette receiver. Similar to T0-300 but with "crystalloy" head, auto seek,
$449
digital clock.
Nakamichi TD-700 AM/FM stereo cassette pre amp with Dolby B&C NR, tape head azimuth control,
$749
advanced dual-capstan transpor t.
Alpine 5900 AM/FM stereo/ coml?ac~. disc player.
Full featured unit plays miniature, d1g1tal super fidel $499
ity" records.

520 Amherst St., Nashua 880-7300
Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester 627-4600
Fox Run Mall, Newington 431-9700

-?AGE -EIGHTEEN

--CENTER-

MICS

(continued from 'page 5)

By JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD

WHEN WA'=> TME LA«:>T TIME "100
SAW A STIC.K RETRIEVE A POC:J?

at the university. All UNH
faculty and staff are eligible for
membership. Both Turner and
Alonzo urge people to join and
take advantage of the facility,
which also provides catering for
on-campus functions.
As Alonzo stated, "It's a nice
place. We want people to be
aware that it's here."

-LIBRARY<continued from page 1)

.,,,,,,.,.,

DOONESBURY

By GARY TRUDEAU ·

.. RA!se..

.. Mtse..

I

BLOOM COUNTY

By BERKE BREATHED
NO... I Ul(TAfN/.Y
PONOT1HINK
1llllr Cl/Kl 5AGIW WOfA.p
HAVE HllNJUP 1HRT
5/TVATION WrrH MOI<€
?Ol5e ...

/

people using the library has
jumped from an estimated
640,000 patrons for the 198182 academic year to about
698,000 people for the 84-85
academic year.
"This is a patron cou_nt only,
it is not a count for how many
people sign thin_gs out," Ruth
Martling, Chief Library Assistant in the Loan Department .
said. "This count is only for the
main library. We don't have a
patron count in library
branches."
According to Student Body
President Deanne Ethier, President Gordon Haaland and Dean
of Student Affairs Gregg Sanborn
are looking for a short-term
answer to the study space dilemma.
"They are looking for study
space outside the library, such
as Academic Buildings," Ethier
said. "Expansion is long term."
Ethier said this consideration
is a short term answer and in
order to meet long term
answers, such as expansion,
personal funds are needed.
The study space topic struck
a sour note with students.
'Tm sure the situation in the
library is nothing more than just
a little ioke that the University
is playing on us. Sooner or later
they'll take out all the obsolete
books such as The Association
of Asphalt Paving Technology,"
Charles Comerford, a junior
said.
Mark Morrissette, also a
junior said, "The seating availability is simply inadequate.
Soon there will be no seats and
it will simply be a drive-through
operation."

<ffeick~
{/()OD "FOOD c§fND "D'RINKI;

.,__ _ _ MON.---...
L - Clam Roll .
D - Stuffed Green Peppers

SHOE

By Jeff MacNelly
w;u.,

IT'~ (;e.

INTErzwr/N6 TO

~EW~ATA~L
~CANtowrrn
-rn1~ Pt.ACS. IT

COU~!/N'T La?K
AN'< vJOJ2~E ·

......---TUES.---......
L - Open-faced Bar B-Q
Roast Beef Sandwich w/
Fries
D - Herb Fried Chicken
....,.._ _ _ WED.----..
L - Chicken Club
D - Veal Parmesan

-----THURS.----t
L - Double-Decker B.L.T.
D - Armenian Shieh-Kebab
on Rice Pilaf.
FRI.
L - Hot Turkey Sandwich
D - Grilled Swordfish
..,.__ _ _ SAT.----.
Mushroom Serloin
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Before you make ·.
a .long distance commitment,
make sure you 1<n~
what you're ,,~tt1ng into.

\

~t;SJ1~1A+t~J,,

I

•

1.J;

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had
known what being stuck in the same boat
would mean, chances are neither would have
set foot aboard.
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the
services you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous
thoughts.
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing.

You'll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate
connections-even during the busiest hours.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to
assist you with immediate credit for wrong
numbers and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distapce
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded.
Reach out and touch someone~

ATs.T

.The ·right choice.
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CLASSIFIED

Help Wanted

11~ i f•1.~. ~~~i~~1-:~~~~~~~=~ ~sf;. ~~r~~~~e~.o~~~

. ·

53 sq. ft. Windsurfer sail, mast and extendable booms $539 (delivery incl_uded). Ideal
all-around board for beginner, free styler,
and experts as well. Call 868-7531 .
1980 Honda CX500. Great bike. Shaft
driven water cooled. Runs excellent. Call
868-9859 and ask for Kevan for an
appointment. Asking $800
DIABLO '1620 letter quality computer
printer with keyboard 45 cps at 1200 baud
and ETX/ ACK Hand shaking. IBM PC
compatible and does special printing
fuctions with wordstar. Can be used as

.PAAT TIME ASSISTANT NEEDED For a·
young male UNH student physical! disabled
in auto accident. To achieve my goals of
independence, education and employment,
I require a responsible assistant to help
with personal care, . household tasks,
shopping, meal preparation, etc. Experience not essential if applicant is mature,
reliable and motivated. Applicant should
consider this job seriously and should hav
a sincere desire to help. Private home.with
modern conveniences near downtown
o:;xeter. $5/hr. (603) 772-6168
Enthusiastic and spirited women wanted
come to the SAE Little Sister Rush and meet
fun loving people. Dates are Sunday, Oct.
6, Tuesday, Oct 8, and Monday, October
·14th.

...._,:,_•_t_:_a_•___-)1~]

!:

terminal at 300 baud. Installed on your
computer with full one month warranty for
only $475. Please call 664-2767 and leave
your name and telephone number. Thank
you
Lumber and Building Center looking for
Weekend Help Retail and Contractor Sales
Desk, Contact Steve Spinney, Manager,
at Gerrity Builing Centers, York ME 207363-5442

SAVE MONEY. Write your own professional
looking resume with lin-by-line instruction
kit. to receive send $5 to SECRETARY, 13
Old Landing Road, Durham, NH 03824

Bed Room Set. Full size new mattress box
spring, head board and foot board, night
stand and dresser, with mirror and 5
drawers. Must sell by Oct 20th. Call Kenn
or Lisa after 6pm

Penrill 1200 Baud Modem IBM PC Compatible direct connect manual dial $120
664-2787

1970 VW Superbug. New heat boxes,
generator, starter and battery. Just tuned,
no rust. Must sell $1000 firm. Call 742-2860
after 6pm

DEC VT-101 Industry Standard Terminal.
Like new condition with one month warranty. $695. Please call 664-2787 and leave
your name and number. Thank you -

Are you dissatisfied with the amount of
information you are able to absorb and
retain from you reading? Come to TASk's
three-part minicourse for pointers and
practice. Workshops are scheduled on
Tuesdays from 12:30-2:00, October 8, 15
and 22. All sessions are held in 35D Stoke
Hall. To preregister or'for further information
call TASk at 862-3698

Part time help wanted: Ski and Sports retail.
Salesperson. Applicant must be a skier.
Apply in person at Putnam Sports 990
t-~fayette Rd, Portsmouth

Fall

1976 Toyota Corolla - Standard, some body
rust, excellent engine. $950.00 For more
info, Call 207 -439-0443, nights.

Bicycle Sale
Ends Oct 11, 1985

'76 Mustang 11, 4 cynlinder, automatic, 2
door, new Transmission. "80 engine good
condition. Asking $1400. Call nights DOVER 749-4338

WIND TRAINERS
_:_Vetta Reg $7~ - Sale $59

BICYCLES
Trele "400" $320 - $299
ishilic Custom Sport $277$199
Helmets
OGK $24 - $19
Bell $52 - $39
Clothes
Tights $30 - $19
Gloves $12 - $9.95
Misc
Kryptonile lock $28 - $24.50
Chain Lock $8 - $5.00
Allen Car Racks $34 - $29

'72 Datsun 510 Inspected and Registered
AM/Fm Cassette stereo with equalizer.
Askig $350. Call (207) 384-2574 (South
Berwick)

WORK STUDY STUDENTS: The TASk
center is seeking an orgnized and friendly
student to work as a receptionist 4
hrs./week. Responsibilities include: answering the phone, describing the program,
making appointments and fielding questions. Hours needed are M-TH 3:30-4:30.
Apply at the T ASk Center

JULIE - Happy Birthday from all your
devoted friends nationwide. Remember,
mode ration in all things is boring!
CHEERS!!!!!
Hi Anni H _ Long time no see!! But hey 1
think about you a lot! Hope all is Going
well. ..Lisa S.
Jon K. L-e-t-'s_s_e-e,_w_h_o_i_s_g_o-in_g_t_o_w-in_t_h-is

·MON BICHE - One month ago yesterday
all this constant and comfortable companionship began. Merci pour tousles jours
qu on a passe ensemlbe. Sans "destractement" tu me monk bises mon sweetness.
me
Come & Dance in the Dark at the UNH MUB
PUB!! Nov. 2 listen for the Bruce Springstein

WORK STUDY POSITION: Biology major
needed. Begin immediatly. Complex Systems Research Center. 10-15 hours/week.
$4.00/hr. To work on biogeochemical
cycling models. Call Pat at 862-1792

week? umass and c. ~onn? 1 think so!
Afterall, Brown beat URI! Good Luck, Love,
Lisa s.

Sounds of Al Halliday & the Hurricanes,
straight from the Cape's hottest club,
Pufferbellies! Watch the NH for details!
Bish - Thanks for your help in The Game.
Your always there for protection. I owe you.
Bro

I~

lftd R8p.n

lr5l

TYPING SPECIAL!!! 99¢ a page!!! This week
only! Call Elaine or Julie at 866-3404. We
provide free corrections and paper and
are fast and reliable.
SMALL JOBS DONE: College student with
a truck can do: Moving and hauling, rubbish
removal, landscapig and other odd jobs.
Call Mal 659-2920

f

,.,... .

J~

to my favorite Christensen Hall co Rec

football team. Keep up the fighting spirit
and I'm sure your luck will change for the
better. Maybe you can even get the guys
off the Monday Night Football couch. And
to the cute little lady who claims to be so
fast but just coaches. You should try
playing! See you Monday. Tim from Lambda ,
Hold out for the best! Kappa Sigma Lil' Sis
Rush coming in November! The best is
always saved for last!
Wanted parttime help, good pay. Afternoons
2 to 3 hrs. Saturdays and Sunday mornings
must have vehicle- allowance pay. Call
the Portsmouth Herald 436-1800 ask for
Mr Hardwick or Mr Ferrini
1980 Honda CX 500. Great bike. Shaft
driven water cooled. Runs excellent. Call
868-9859 and ask for Kevin for an appointment. Asking $800

868-5634

*

I

Ii
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Hey Bart and Lori: WHAAAAAT? Love You
Both! Lisa

PHYSICS MAJORS
The next meeting of the UNH Physics
Club
will be on Monday Oct 7 at 7 pm
Room 303 Demerrit

Check your- Demerrit mailbox
.for details and regular announcements

(All majors welcome to attend)

SAP!!!! Will you sweat for me? Arghhhh!!
- PARTY NAKED
Hey D2 are you guys ready for a free BOB
JOB? No more porcelain for this chick.
I love ya buddies - T
Alex, I'm always watching you #88. YA
XOTEL BUI ZNIEW
Hey #2 - So we meet again in college! Hope
your algebra has improved since high
school. I think it's time for another study
session!
Stu. "You're looking kind of lonely guy,
would you like someone new to talk to?"
To the sales clerks at 5th floor lingerie:
You guys are the greatest! We'll always
be together, no matter how far we are apart!
Love Ya! K
Nate - Are you whistling "Dixie" yet? I think
I almost have the tune down. Love, Skip.

~erfATIVE

~
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oordtnate
rnote and c
to pro k' trips.
weekly s t
to
"ty to earn up
An opPortunt et free skiing
$1,500 and gbeSt ski areas
at one of the
tn the fast
ume to:
send res Y. stolen
Attn: Nanc

Keko, Hi! Thank you so much for a
wonderful weekend! It was great, and I'm
. still smiling!! Until next time, remember
that I Love You!! Always. Whitney
Non -sexist wholistic counseling & therapy
transitions. relationships, lifestyles personal
empowerment and growth Romona Abella,
MA . Portsmouth . NH sliding seal~ .
(603)431-4691
. Debbie from Stanton House: You're cuter
than your purple robe and Mickey Mouse
shirt. Thanks for the dance at the Sig Ep
raid. How can I know you better? - Scott,
Sigma Phi Epsilon
HEY SAVAGE. It's great to have you back!
I love you guys T,T and K. I ha-ve found
wonderful friends and know the year will
unfold great things. D-534
To the man in the cafeteria whom I see
everyday. I have no idea what your name .
is but you look like Stephen Tin Tin
I love you. Dawn
T - Here's your first personal. You're a great
friend and I love ya! Always remember:
the sun needs the rain for a rainbow to be
- Hang in there ! ~ove - K
Jimmy B. ·-Thanks for the pass. You had
an awesome game. Don't get snobbish
when the NFL comes calling - Your big bro
Anyone lntersted as a mime or caricature
artist and interested in helping out on the
gourmet dinner, call Ann ~t 868- 7534.
Terms can be arranged.
$10-$360 Weekly I Up Mailing Circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush selfaddressed envelope: Success, PO Box
470CEG, Woodstock, IL 60098.
Take a break from the routine. Walk, jog,
bike or drive to Green Dream Farm's
UDDER PLACE for premium ice cream and
all your favorite dairy products. 3 gal Tubs
in 40 flavors may be ordered for special
occasions. Rte 155-A, Lee 659-5127
Debbie:You're a chimpahead

ttitOS

BoX 308
03812
Bartlett. N.H. unt on US•

you can co

Bulimia and
Singeing
Food and
Weight Control
problems
Stephen J. Little M. Ed

603-430-8881
Sepcialized treatment of
Eating Disorders

~

~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

programs. Fellowships covering full tuition and monthly stipend

~

*
member will be on campus Thursday, October 10, *
*:* 1985A faculty
for the UNH Graduate and Professional Schools Forum .. *
* Contact the Placement Office at 862-1981 for further information. *
*
.
.
:
*
-********************************
are available.

Marney from Devine, What a sweetheart
you are! Thank you so much for your help
and attention last Thlursday night. I could
have been in sad shape without your help.
A grateful Sigma Nu.

r-.. ..----..--:-.....-.---1 ~

*********************************
*
.
*
**
**
Graduate Study in Engineering
*
*
**
*
*
**
**
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
~*
:
**
*
*
** Students with backgrounds in Engineering, Mathematics or **
* the Physical Sciences are invited to apply for Masters and D~toral *
~

_C_in_dy~----------Theta Chi Little Sisters, Keep up the good
work, you are doing an awesome job.
Signed your "advisor". P.S. the brothers
think that they are going to win the big keg!!!

Kris Marchand: You're a wild woman!
Yeah skydivers: let's party at 3000 feet!
P.S. Who's going first?

Durham Bike
M-F 12-5
Sat 9-12

Dear Jim - I LOVE YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!Kristin
Howie, Thanx for walking me home from
Phi Kap Thursday nite. Hope the walk didn't
do you in. Feeling adventurous? Stop by.

Thursday Oct 3 Now Sound Ex press

Friday Oct 4

Stop
smoking.

·

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR.
YOUR LIFE

American Heart
Association

WUNH 91.3 NIGHT

Saturday Oct 5
Sunday Oct 6 -

BANGAH
Boston

Doors open 8 pm
,
UNH ID/POS ID Required
Admittance 18 yrs and up
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THE BOOK LOFT
(upstairs at Town & Campus)

. LAST WEEK OF SPECIAL CLASSICAL
L.P. SALE: $2.49 each or 5 for $10.00
WE ALSO HAVE A GOOD SELECTION
OF CLASSICAL CASSETTES:
$3.98 each or 3 for $10.00

OUR . "TOP 20" ROCK LP
CASSETTES

ALWAYS LOW - LOW -

· .. PRICED

$8.98 LIST ..... $5.97
. $9.98 LIST ..... $6.97

··· ~ UNH Shotokan .Karate

WHY TRAVEL, WHEN THE PRICES
ARE/SO GOOD RIG.H T 'HERE

Club

Daily instuction- beginner to <Jdvanced ·
NO EXPERIENCE.NEEOEOI!
EVERYONE WELCOME!
·call Rec sports
862-2031

64 MAIN ST. DURHAM. 868-9661
VISA - MC - AMEX
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student television neiwork
.

PROGRAMMING SCHEDULE
Starting 10/7/85

•

12:00 12:30 4:00 4:30

:

.

•

Monday Perspectives Perspectives

:

Tuesday Topics

. :

Wednesday Topics Sportsbeat Sportsbeat Rockworld

e

·:

e

Thursday Rockworld

••
:
•

••
:
e

Come in before or after your favorite soap opera and see student produced ·
television

e

e
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UNH ,men's tennis squad netted by Terrie rs 5-1
By Steve Langevin
Getting strong performances.
from a couple of players wasn't
enough for the UNH men's
tennis squad as they dropped
a 5-1 decision to powerful
Boston University Wednesday
afternoon in Durham.
The match was stopped after
singles play because BU had ·
already clinched the match and
with the threat of rain hanging
~ver the courts BU decided they
wanted to head home early.
The strongest performance
of the day for the Wildcats was
turned in by senior Christian
Seibert. Seibert outlasted his
opponent Sheldon Lloyd 6-2,75 at the fifth singles slot. Seibert
is 5-1 this season for the 'Cats.
"I was juiced," said Seibert.
"Last year I lost in three sets
against BU and it wasn't going
to happen again this season."
At second singles, UNH's
Dave Hall came 011 strong in
the second set against Sam
Harper but came up on the short
end of a 6-3,7-5 score.

Christian Seibert(above) was the only victorious Wildcat against Boston University
Consentino photo)

~ Wednesday.(Frank

Men's soccer falls to Friars
By Pat Graham
- It was just one of those days
·for the men's soccer team as they
dropped a 2-1 double overtime
tilt to an evenly matched team
from Providence College. The
Wildcats played an outstanding
game both offensively and defensively, but they just weren't
getting any breaks; be it from
the Providence team or by the
officials. The 'Cats had several
drives halted by terrible calls
by the referee.
The Friars struck first at
13:30 of the first half as Karl
Anderson poked one in after a
scurry in front of the UNH
goalie Dave Barlow. Barlow also
'f.turned in a credible_game stopping 9 shots, a few of which
were real testers.
UNH forward Jeff Bergholtz

had himself a spectacular game. action, but with limited scoring
He posed many a threat to ·opportunities.
Providence ball hanalers as they
-The second overtime saw this
would look up only to see a same type of play with the edge
number 9 in their face. He was shifting towards Providence.
all over the field, not only Dave Barlow made a fantastic
defensively, but also offensively save halfway through the period
as well, as his goal at 38:40 tied on a Im·- screamer that looked
the score at one apiece. Jack . as if it h, i goal written all over
.
Sebastian made the play happen it.
as he came all the way up from
Barlow couldn't perform his
his fullback position to keep the magic three minutes later
ball in front of the Friar's net though as the Friar's John
before dumping it off to Bergh- Farren blasted a rope into the
oltz for the goal.
net that Barlow had no chance
The defensive corp of Pete of stopping, sending a happy
Fontaine, Rob Ricard, Joe Al- busload of Friars back to Provmasian and Sebastian had an idence with a 2-1 victory.
excellent game killing many
UNH's record fell to 2-3-1
Providence rallies.
as they travel to TJMaine today
The rest of regulation time for a date with the always tough
and eventually the first overtime Blackbears.
period saw some fast and furious

UNH' s first, third and fourth
singles players, T.J. Hyman,
Dean LaPierre and Dave Palumbo won only four games between
them, while Shaun Hassett lost
to BU's Bill Mountford at the
sixth singles position. It was
Palumbo's first loss of _the
season.
In a seventh singles match,
which didn't count in the team
scoring, Wildcat Jason Neuman
battled back after losing the first
set 6-2 to win the final two sets
7-5,6-3.
"It's hard to beat BU because
they are not o~ly very talented,
but they are also 'ery tough
mentally," said UNH head
coach Bob Berry.
The win keeps BU's record
for the season unblemished at
5-0 while the Wildcats record
dips to 4-2. The Wildcats travel
to play the University of Connecticut in Storrs, CT this
afternoon and close out their
season at home against Bentley College October 14_.

UNH volleyb allers
captur e festival
By Jon Kinson
i5, 15-8), MIT JV's (15-8, 15The UNH. women's volley- 5) and UNH #2 (15-11,15-5)
ball club team took both first to get into the finals while UNH
and second places in their #2 had a little more trouble with
div~sion in the inaugural "Womboth Massasoit (15-10, 15-13)
en of Excellence" festival.
and Excel (9-15, 15-9, 15-8)
The twenty-eight sport fes- before losing to UNH # 1.
tival, sponsored by the Boston
They met in the finals and
Arts Association and held all UNH #1 again defeated UNH
last week, culminated in the #2.
volleyball compeutton on Sat" The biggest competition for
urday, September 21.
the whole day was ourselves.
The volleyball teams were The scores (in the fin als) were
split into two pools, based on 15-12, 15-13 and you really can't
ability. UNH had two teams and get any better than that," said
they were placed in the B-pool club head coach Chris Dowdell,
along with the MIT JV's, Mas- who also played for UNH #2.
Dowdell said the reason she
sasoit, Excel (a team comprised
of MIT students and USVBA, entered two teams is that it was
United States Volleyball Asso- a valuable weekend for growth.
ciation, club members from The team is made up of mostly
Boston).
freshmen and sophomores, with
The teams played a round- only one senior.
robin tournament with the
The club will be tested again
teams with the two best records this weekend when they encounbattling it out for the division ter Keene State here at Lundchampionships.
holm Gymnasium, Saturday at
UNH #1 defeated Massasoit lp.m.
15-5 15-6 Excel 15-9 11-

------FO OTBAL L.------(continued from page 24)
I-AA record with six.
from the other team.
Making all the rushing yarThe 2-1 Wildcats hold a
dage (271 yards per game for narrow 26-24-2 edge in the
the team) possible is the block- series with UConn and the last
ing of the offensive line, tight four meeting have been decided
end Tom Flanagan and fullback by four, three, two, and one
Mike Shriner. The line has points. Last season UNH came
dominated its opponents in the out on top 13-12 when the
last two games making it pos- defense stopped two two-point
sible for the Wildcat offense to conversion plays with under two
control the ball and keep it away . minutes remaining in the game.

---------W "ALSH- --------(continued from page 23)
Walsh will graduate intlle time without it interrupting my
" · Spring. "Unless some of my career, I'd love to do it. I
credits from London aren't wouldn't just drop everything
transferrable, and I have to take for it."
more journalism and writing
"I don't like to think about
classes, this will be my last year what'll happen to tennis after
..._ at UNH," said Walsh.
this year because of the reality
With the dog-eat-dog world that I might not be able to
fast approaching, Walsh realizes compete much longer," conit's time to consider ·her future eluded Walsh.
goals. Contemplated Walsh,
One thing is for certain, when
"When I think about my future, Walsh graduates, leaving will
I think more in terms of my be one of the most talented
career than about tennis. Of players in the history of UNH
course, if the time ever came tennis.
that I could teach tennis part\ .

The Wildcat men's soccer squad lost a 2-1 overtime thriller to Providence College Wednesday
~e_r!l~n ~~ ~r!i~~.(<;i!l~Y Jlkh photo)
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There's more to life than tennis for UNH's Walsh
By Alan Adelman
In her own calm, quiet
manner, Ami Walsh, top-seeded
singles player on the University
of New Hampshire women's
tennis team, has woven her way
through a challenging path in
the world of competitive tennis.
"Tennis is much more enjoyable to me now than it ever was
in the past,'' said Walsh. "Since
I've come East, tennis has
gradually become less a part of
my life. I'm more relaxed about
com petition."
It's no small wonder. Getting
her start at the age of eleven,
Walsh quickly immersed herself
into the competitive conditions
of women's tennis. A sport
known for the tremendous
pressures it places on the
shoulders of many a young girl.
Walsh's start in tennis was
no different. "I began playing
when I was ten," recalled Walsh
as if yesterday. "My mother
played and she competed in
some tournaments. So, I guess
her interest in the game kind
of led me into it."
"After about three months
of working out, I began to
compete on the state level;' said
Walsh. "At eleven (years old)
tennis became my life."
"We had what you could call
a Junior Circuit," Walsh explained. "It started in May, and
ran through August. First I'd
compete back home in Grosse
Pointe, Michigan for the two
weeks of qualifiers. Then, if you
make it through, you move on
UNH women's tennis number one player Ami Walsh(above) is, to a series of tournaments like
the National Clay Courts, Naunbeaten this season at 5-0.(Suzie Haynes file·photo)
tional Hard Courts, The Na-

-------F.HOCKEY.-------<continued from page 24)
mouth's Kate Perle retaliated
off a penalty shot at 9:59, ending
the half 1-1.
This from a sixth place nationally ranked team ag~inst a
1-3-1 Ivy leaque squad?
"Marisa (Didio) wasn't happy
with us at all," said junior
Pauline Collins. "She talked to
us at half-time and we came out
a new team."
Indeed for although it took
until the 22:52 mark for UNH's
Costigan to tally again for the
Cats, three goals within the last
eleven minutes of play put the
game out of reach of the Big
Green.
"Instead of continuing to play
badly (the second half), " said
Collins, "we just said 'let's go.'
We came out, put pressure on
and did really well."
"The first half all we were
doing was thinking; we weren't
doing." said Gero mini. "Coach
talked to us at the half, though,
and the second half we just went
out and did."
"We didn ' t start off prepared," said senior co-captain
Sandy Vander-Heyden. "Half
time we had a talk, though, and
decided to get going."
In the end, UNH came out
on top. Overall, the Cats outshot
the Big Green 17 to 8 and gained
eleven corner's to Dartmouth's
six. While UNH goalie Michele
Flannell tallied just seven saves,
Big Green goalies Nicki Demakis and Tracy Desjardins split
twelve.
The Cats next take on Rhode
Island today at URI before
gearing up for number sixteen
West Chester Sunday at Boston
University.

tionals, The Westernals, and
a couple others."
For four years all went well.
Walsh continued to improve her
game and found great success
at the national level. Then, at
the age of fifteen, the fun had
filtered out of the game. "The
pressures from the other players' parents ruined the pleasure
of playing,'' said Walsh. "It got
to the point where I wasn't
happy playing anymore. So, I
took the summer off.''
"I came back in the Fall and
played my Junior year at
Kingswood-Cranbrook High
School in Birmingham, Mich.
Although we won the state
championship three out of my
four years there, it wasn't as
pressure packed as the Junior
Circuit,'' said Walsh.
"I decided to continue competing in the Circuit, but my
perspective of the game had
changed," explained Walsh.
"Up until then tennis was my
life. I thought, ate, and drank
it twenty-four hours a day, three
hundred and sixty-five days a
year. I was devastated with each
loss,'' continued Walsh. "From
all that I developed an understanding of what the game, and
that's exactly what it is, a game,
meant to me. I stopped being
so hard on myself.
A small barrier between herself and the rest of the tennis
society is what Walsh needed.
"When travelling there was
always a tournament site where
everyone hung _o ut. I tried to
avoid that and just show up
when I had a match," said
Walsh.
"It was at that point in my
tennis career that some of the
people who I was equal to or
better than surpassed me and
went on to become professionals
today. I chose to take another
path," continued Walsh. "I
would have to say that because
I wasn't as intense about it, my
tennis game suffered."
It was then on t.o college,
where Walsh would study journalism at the University of New
Hampshire. Playing at number
one singles as a freshman,

Walsh compiled a 10-1 record
in dual match play.
· Improving upon that as a
sophomore, she went 11-0 in
regular season matches. Walsh
topped off the year by finishing
fifth at New Englands. The next
step was obvious, London for
a junior year abroad.
Before that, Walsh had other
plans. During the summer she
would teach at a tennis camp
in Switzerland. "American kids
from 12-18 years old travel over
to ski and play tennis at what.,.
they call The Swiss Challenge.
I was in charge of the tennis,"
added Walsh.
"I really enjoyed it. As long
as the person that I'm teaching
is listening to what I'm saying,
and trying, that's all I ask. But
if they're just out there, and
couldn't care less, I lose my
patience."
Following a summer in Switzerland, what better place to go
than London. Walsh packed her
bags, and off she went. "I wasn't
able to play at ·a competitive
level in London. The school I
was attending-vnly had doubles.
They just sort of met once a
week to play other schools. It
really wasn't very competitive,"
said Walsh. "So, instead I would
meet with a close friend and he
and I played twice a week. That
was good practice."
-....
Upon returning from London, and another summer with
The Swiss Challenge, Walsh
began to prepare for her third
year of play at the top singles
spot on the UNH squad. "At
the end of the summer, when
Swiss Challenge let out, I started
to really work on my game," said
Walsh. "I jumped rope a little
and practiced a lot. I feel I'm
playing some of the best tennis
of my life."
"I particularly enjoy playing
for Coach (Russ) McCurdy.
Unlike some coaches, Russ is
more a friend than an intimidator. He is very nice, and he
really tries hard."
Unfortunately, time flies
when you're having fun. If
everythin,g ,goes as planned,
WALSH, page 22

UNH is pysched.
· CAT NOTE: UNH sopho"Tomorrow's going to be a more Lori Mercier was injured
good game," said Collins. in the Dartmouth game and
"We're pysched for this wee- carried off the field. Assistant
kend."
trainer Kelsy Keuhn said Thurs"Today was one of the best day Mercier has torn cartilage
practices we've had all year," in her left knee and will be out
said Geromini yesterday. "We're for a minimum of two weeks.
playing better - mentally better.
This weekend's going to be big
games and we need a big game --------------------------------------------------------~~~-:--~~--,:"W"
to get going."
"We' re going to do well both
games," said Vander-Heyden
confidently. "Our practices have
been going really well-we've
been working together well.
Now we just have to apply what
we've been doing in practice to
our game."
"We've had the first halves
before, we had the second half
with Dartmouth, " she continued. "Now we just have to
put them together."
Geromini presently leads
UNH in scoring with ten goals
and four assists in ten games,
followed by Collins and Costigan
with six goals and four asssists
and four goals, respectively.
Senior midfielder Mary Rogers
and sophomore forward Lori
Mercier each stand at one goal
and one assist.
Sophomore goalie Flannell
continues to anchor the UNH
nets, tallying 41 saves in six
games. Flannell is the present
owner of an .872 saves percentage and a 1.04 goals-against
average vs. the 3.16 average of
UNH opponents~ The UNH
defense has allowed just seven
goals thus far this season to the
23 they have scored.
Things may just be looking Leading scorer Karen Geromini(3) readies to hit the ball as field hockey teammate Mary
up for UNH.
Rogers(5) looks on.(Suzie Haynes file photo)
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Sports
Huskies next football foe for Wildcats
By Steve Langevin
Although in only its fourth
game of the season, the UNH
football squad can take a big step
toward the Yankee Conference
championship with a win over
the University of Connecticut
Huskies tomorrow in Storrs,
•CT.
The Wildcats are tied for the
conference lead with the University of Rhode Island at 1-0, ·
while Boston University is 11 and the U niverity of Maine
posts an 0-2 mark. The University
of Massachusetts and Connec. ticut have not played a conference game as yet. Rhode Island
travels to play UMass at Amherst in the other conference
tilt besides the UNH-UConn
game.
UConn has been the surprise
team of the conference this year,
getting off to a 2-0 start after
going 3-8 last season. They
defeated Northeastern 27-13
in their season opener and then
shocked Lehigh 28-24.
One of the major reasons for
the turnaround is the perfor.,. mance of junior college transfer
quarterback Peter Lane. With
Lane at the helm the Huskies
are averaging 304 yards passing,
putting them second in the
conference to Rhode Island in
that category. Lane has completed 61 percent of his passes this
season.
It will certainly be a test for
the Wildcat pass defense, which
is currently ranked number one
in the nation in Division I-AA.
The UNH defense has allowed
just 53.6 yards per game passing
and just one touchdown via the
airways.

Cornerbacks Tim Teevens
and Stan Harrison have each . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..
intercepted a pass, and free
safety Eric Thompson has broken up four passes and his hard
hits have caused a lot of dropped 1
balls by the opposition. Strong
Lisa
Old
Jon
Andrea
Mike
Steve
safety Tom DeGasperis had a
strong outing against Lafayette
Kinson
Holbrook
Langevin
Sinatra
Grad
Bruckner
in the season opener but missed
the BU game with an injury.
Bucknell at
The linebackers continue to
BU
BU
BU
Boston U.
BU
BU
BU
lead the team in tackles with
UNH at
Neal Zonfrelli way in front with
UNH
UNH
UConn
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
49 tackles, followed by Dave
Duggan with 32.
Rhode Island
The linemen are important
at
in this game because they are
UM ass
URI
URI
UM ass
UM ass
URI
URI
going to have to pressure the
quarterback. The return of
Cent. Conn.
defensive end Dan Federico,
at
who missed the Dartmouth
Maine
C.Conn
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
contest with an ankle sprain,
Lehigh at
should help the defense, alColgate
~ehigh
Colgate
Colgate
Colgate
Lehigh
Lehigh
though Basil J arostchuk and
Kevin Kane filled in well last
Richmond at
week.
James MadiThe UNH offense revolves
Rich
Rich
Rich
son
Rich
Rich
Rich
around the rushing game, featuring tailback Andre Garron,
who is the Divisin I-AA rushing
leader with 182.7 yards per
game. Garron went over 200
The Old Grad continues to be stingy with his money as he defeated
yards for the second straight
Donald Murray by getting four out of five games correct to Murray's
guest
game with a school record 250
two. This week's guest is UNH Assistant Sports Information Director
yards against Dartmouth. The
Mike Bruckner.
next game he goes over 200
yards will give him the Division

MORNING LINE

J,t.---------------------------------------1

FOOTBALL, page 22

UNH field hockey squashes Dartmouth
By J. Mellow

Rogers led the women's field
Three goals by junior Karen . hockey teams to a 5-1 defeat of
Geromini and one each by junior Dartmouth Tuesday here in
Sandi Costigan and senior Mary Durham.

Yet if a score was ever misleading, this one is. For although
the Wildcats won, UNH hardly
dominated.
"The first half we played very

poorly," said Geromini.
Indeed. Though UNH was
able to open the scoring at 1:33
on a goal by Geromini, DartF .HOCKEY, page 23

Women's soccer
clobbers Yale 4-1

-

By Steve Langevin

iJNH women's soccer tri-captain Kim Shaw(4) prepares to boot the ball downfield against Yale
Wednesday. (FrankCcinsentino photo)
._",_~1.).~ :~I1~;i:" · .

...

After playing halfback for the
first four games, UNH junior
Sarah Stokes was moved to
forward for Wednesday's game
against Yale University and she
responded with three goals in
leading the UNH women's
soccer squad to a 4-1 victory.
"Sarah played an outstanding
game," said UNH head coach
Marjorie Anderson. "She took
the play to them (Yale) and
hustled all over the field. It was
a great effort by her."
Coach Anderson was also
pleased with the play of the
team as a whole. "We had good
teamwork today and everyone
got a chance to play," she said.
"It was nice to play someone
equal to us, after playing against ·
Connecticut and Harvard (both
nationally-ranked tea.'lls).
Stokes opened the scoring
16:00 into the first half assisted
by freshman Emily Stoddard
and teammate Lyn Holzman
brought the total to 2-0 in
UNH's favor seven minutes
later. Holzman lofted a kick,
high, over the reach of Yale
goalie Nancy Harthon, and into
the upper right hand corner.
Stokes ended the scoring in
the first half with her second
goal with 30:00 gone in the

game.
So despite only a 14-13 edge
in shots in the first half the
Wildcats were on top to stay at

3-0.
Anderson utilized all of her
players in the second half and
the Wildcats still outshot Yale
15-10 and got three corners to
none for Yale.
Yale fin ally scored on UNH' s
Janene Tilden 21: 15 into the
second half on a direct kick by
Elizabeth Swisher. Tilden made
a good effort for the shot,
jumping high to her right to get
her hand on the shot, but the
ball deflected just under the
crossbar for a goal.
Stokes completed her hat
trick at 28:55 to make the final
score 4-1 for the Wildcats.
Although she was pleased
with the play of her team,
Anderson knows there is still
room for improvement. "There
are several areas we need to
improve on," she said. "Especially in crossing the ball from
one side of the field to the
other."
The Wildcats (3-2) entertain
Dartmouth College Sunday at
1 p.m. Anderson doesn't know
much about the Dartmouth
team but expects an even game.

